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A major concern in the use of adhesive joints is their durability when exposed to a moist 

environment. This thesis investigated the durability of two typicai commercial adhesives. 

Permabond EU4 and Hysol EA9346, using the peel test and dtrasonic reflection 

measurernents, employing a novel open-fafed specimen. The new specimen geometry 

overcame the drawbacks of the conventional closed adhesive sandwich, resulting in 

accelerated degradation in a uniform manner. In addition, it facilitated the testing o f  the joint 

in a wet (dong with the absorbed water) and dry (after drying out the absorbed water) 

condition. 

An analytical approach was developed and experimentaliy verified, to predict the 

adherend plastic dissipation in the peel test, allowing the detemination of the critical fracture 

energy, G,, from peel data. The mode1 was used to calculate G, values for the two adhesive 

systems as a function of the duration of exposure to water at 67OC. The durability studies 

showed that for the E04 adhesive, the peeling should be performed in a dry state to assess 

interfacial weakening, whereas for the EA9346 adhesive, both wet and dry tests revealed 

interfacial weakening. Failure analysis showed that the degradation for the E04 adhesive was 

associated with the formation of micro-defects at the interface. 

Durability of the two adhesive systems was characterized ultrasonicaiiy using open-faced 



specimens. It was found that ultrasound can detect the interfacial degradation of the E04 

adhesive, but did not show any significant change in response with degradation of the EA9346 

adhesive. Measured values of normai-incidence, longitudinal and shear reflection coefficients 

were in good agreement with a spring model of the interfacial region for the Eû4 adhesive, 

enabhg  the determination of the spring constants as a function of degradation. An oblique- 

incidence shear-wave measurement system was developed for the inspection of the interfacial 

region, and implemented using a novel transducer. An efficient angular spectrum approach 

was developed to model the oblique measurement system, and the experirnents were in good 

agreement with theory. 
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CHAPTER 1 Intnoduction 

Structural adhesive joining is becoming increasingly popular as an alternative to 

traditionai methods of fastenhg materials such as welduig and riveting. Adhesive joints 

reduce stress concentrations, transrnitting loads more d o r m i y  from one member to another, 

thereby reducing the weight and improving the fatigue resistance of the hished component. 

Adhesives can be used to join a wide variety of materials such as metals, plastics and 

composites, and are suitable to join dissimilar rnaterials. Recent developments in adhesive 

formulations have resulted in adhesives with excellent strength and &ess properties, 

providing M e r  impetus to the use of structural adhesives in hi&-strength applications. In 

particular, adhesive bonding of aluminum structures has received considerable attention in the 

aerospace industry and, more recently, in the automotive sector. 

A major concern in the use of the adhesives is durability. It is well established that 

adhesive joints may undergo a progressive, permanent degradation in strength when exposed 

to certain service environrnents. Moisture has been found to be one of the most harmfiil 

substances which affect the joint strength, and unfortunately the most cornmonly encountered. 

A well-prepared, fiesh joint fails by fkacture within the adhesive layer, a phenornenon termed 

a cohesive failure. However, on prolonged exposure to moist environment, it is found that the 

locus of failure often shifts to the interface between the adhesive and adherend, and the failure 

Ioad is significady lower. This is termed an adhesive failure, implying interfacial weakening. 

Moisture may enter a joint by diffusion through the adhesive layer (for metal-metal 

joints). Generdy, moishue affects the cohesive as well as amiesive (interfacial) properties, 

and may be reversible or irreversible. It is the permanent effects of the moisture on the 

stability of the interfaciai region of an adhesive joint which can reduce the strength drastically. 



Motivation 

1.1 Motivation 

An understanding of the interfacial degradation of adhesive joints, exposed to a moist 

environment, is of great practicd importance in order to utilize the full potential of adhesive 

joining technology. The present work is motivated by the foîiowing * k e  Issues in the 

interfacial characterization of adhesive joints exposed to a moist environment: 

i) Erperirnentd essessrnent of durabi2it-y: In order to assess the durability of adhesive 

joints, it is standard practice to expose the joint to a specified environment (typically an 

elevated humidity/temperature), and record the strength &op as a fùnction of the time of 

exposure. Although there have been nurnerous such durability studies, they have suffered 

fiom the drawback that the moisture uptake is relatively slow, and the moisture concentration 

and the level of degradation are spatialiy nonuniform within the joint This makes it a c u l t  

to study the variables affecthg the time-dependant degradation of the joint corresponding to a 

specific exposure condition. It is also very difficult to isolate the permanent and reversible 

effects of moisture on the joint There is a need to develop an alternative durability 

experimental method. 

ii) Destructive testing: After exposure to a given environment for a specified duration, the 

ji>int strength may be assessed destructively using the peel test for adhesive joints. In a typical 

peel test, a flexible adherend, which is bonded to a rigid adherend by means of an adhesive, is 

peeled at a specified angle at constant rate. Compared to other test methods for adhesive 

joints, the peel test has the advantage that the crack path is very close to the interface between 

the flexible adherend and the adhesive, which makes it attractive for interfacial 

characterization. 

The steady-state peel force obtained is a measure of the adhesion strength between the 

adhesive and the adherend. However, there is a great deal of uncertainty regarding the fiaction 

of the work of peeling that is expended in the plastic deformation of the flexible adherend, 

which undergoes severe bending at the peel fiont. It is of interest to develop a mode1 for the 

peel test in order to predict the plastic dissipation in the flexible adherend, thereby enabling 

the determination of the cntical fiacture energy from the overall peel energy. 



Thesb objectives 

üi) Nondestructive Testin8: The nondestructive testing of in-senice adhesive joints is of 

great practical importance. Ultrasonic methods have long been identified as the most suitable 

means for this purpose. They have been successfidly implemented to evaluate cohesive 

properties, and to detect voids, disbonds etc. However, at the present tirne there does not exist 

any method to nondestructively assess the interfacial properties of an adhesive joint. It is well 

known that this is an extmnely difncult task because it involves the detection of subtle 

changes in a very thin region which lies beneath a relatively thick adherend. 

Ultrasonic reflection measurements fiom the adhesive/adherend interfaciai region is one 

of the techniques which has the potential to evaiuate the integrity of the interfacial region. 

Ho wever, to date there has been no conclusive evidence for correlations between ultrasonic 

reflection measurements and level of interfacial degradation in adhesive joints subjected to a 

moist environment. 

1.2 Thesis objectives 

This thesis investigated the durability of aluminum-epoxy structural adhesive joints, both 

destnictively and nondestructively, using the peel test and uitmonic reflection measurements 

from the adhesive/adherend interfacial region. An important aspect of the present work was 

the use of an open-faced specimen geometry, thereby overcoming the difficulties associated 

with traditional geometries. The specific objectives of the thesis were: 

To conduct durability experiments using open-faced specimens, both destnictively and 

nondestructively. Attention was given to both the permanent and reversible effects of 

moisture. 

To develop an anaiytical model for preedicting the plastic work within the flexible adherend 

in the peel test, thereby allowing the detenniflation of the cntical fracture energy fcom peel 

test data. The model was used to aaalyze the peel durability data. 

To investigate, both theoreticaüy and experimentally, the potential of ultrasonic reflection 

measurements from the adhesive/adherend interfacial region to detect interfacial 

weakenllig. 

To analyze of the peel failure surfaces in order to understand the nature of degradation. 



The thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 2 discusses the necessary background 

idormation and the relevant literature. 

In Chapter 3, a theoretical model for the analysis of the peel test is developed. Numerical 

results are presented to understand the effects of various matenal properties on the adherend 

plastic dissipation. Experimental vefication of the mode1 is also given. 

The theoretical investigation of ultrasonic reflection fkom the adhesive/adherend 

interfacial region is the subject of Chapter 4. The reflection characteristics of normal- 

incidence Ionginidid and shear waves are analyzed, using a spring model to describe the 

interfacial region. An angular spectrum approach is developed to model an oblique-incidence, 

shear wave rneasurement system for the examination of the interfacial region of adhesive 

joints. Numerical simulations are carried out using the model. 

Chapter 5 outlines the details of the various experimental methods and procedures 

employed in the work. The open-faced specimen is introduced, and the various destructive test 

methods are described. Methods for the measurement of normal shear and longitudinal 

reflection coefficients of the interfacial region are given. The design and construction of a 

novel transducer for oblique-incidence measurements is described. 

Chapter 6 gives the results and anaiysis of the destructive and nondestructive evaluation of 

the durability of two commercial adhesive systems. The critical fkacture energies are 

determined as a fùnction of degradation, fiom the peel durability data and the model 

developed in Chapter 3. The interfacial spring constants are determined as a function of 

degradation, fiom the normal-incidence ultrasonic measurernents. The oblique-incidence 

ultrasonic measurements are compared with the angular spectrum model developed in Chapter 

4. 

Fbdly, Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions and the major contributions of the present 

work. Possible topics for fiiture work are also identined. 



CHAPT ER 2 Backgouna' 

- - - - - - - - 

This chapter gives the necessary background information and reviews the relevant 

literature. First, a brief review of the fundarnentals of adhesive joints wili be given, 

followed by a discussion of their durability. The peel test for adhesive joints will be 

discussed next. Finally, the various ultrasonic methods and associated theoretical tools for 

the interfacial characterization of adhesive joints will be reviewed in detail. 

2.1 Fundamentais of adhesive joints 

2-1.1 Adhesion 

The fïrst step in the formation of a strong adhesive joint is the establishment of 

intimate molecular contact at the interface between the adhesive and the adherends. This 

requirement is usually referred to as wetthg [Il. Good wetting requires that the adhesive be 

able to flow and spread over the adherend surfaces and be able to displace the air and any 

contamination. The wetting phenornenon is strongly iduenced by the surface 

thermodynamics of the adherend and adhesive [l]. It is also recognized that adhesion depends 

on the kinetics of the wetting, which in turn is largely determined by the viscosity of the 

adhesive during bond formation, and the topography of the adherend surface [l]. 

Once proper wetting has been achieved between the adhesive and the adherends, then 

the adhesive is cure& or hardened, so that it cm transmit load fiom one adherend to the 

other. The mechanisms of adhesion between the adhesive and the adherend are still not fully 

understood, and many theories are to be found in the fiterature [l]. Two of these mechanisms 

are presently believed to be operative in the case of metal-to-metal adhesive joints. First is the 

adsorption theory, which is the most widely accepted theory of adhesion. According to this 
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theory, materiais adhere together because of the interatomic forces acting between the two 

surfaces; the most common forces are Van Der Waals forces (referred to as secondary bonds). 

In addition, chemisorption may occur in the form of ionic, covalent and metailic bonds 

operating across the interface (referred to as primary bonds). A second mechanism, narnely, 

mechanical interlocking is also considered to contribute to the measured strength. According 

to this theory, the adhesive interlocks into the irregularities on the adherend surface, thereby 

resisting separation. 

2.1.2 Adherend suiiace preparation 

The nature of an adherend sinface pnor to bonding is one of the most important factors 

which determines the adhesion strength of a joint. The adherend d a c e  should be fiee 

fiom any contamination such as oil, grease etc. For general engineering applications, 

simple degreasing and roughening of the adherend surface, for example by grit-blasting, may 

be sufficient [l, 21. However, for cntical situations such as aerospace applications, chemical 

pretreatment of the adherend surface is required [l, 21 for good initial joint strength as well as 

durability. Such pretreatment methods produce adherend surfaces which are rough on a micro- 

scale [l-31. It is thought that the chemical pretreatments improve the mechanicd interlocking 

and the kinetics of wetting, thereby improving the adhesion [Il. It is also postulated that 

pretreated joints show higher strength because of the increased energy dissipation effects 

For aluminum adherends, there are three major pretreatment methods available, narnely, 

sulfunc acid etching (also known as the FPL etch procedure, after Forest Products 

Laboratory), Phosphoric Acid Anodization (PAA) and Chromic Acid Anodization (CAA) [l, 

21. These techniques produce an ode-layer on the adherend d a c e ,  which has varying 

degrees of rough microscopie features, depending on the specific method of pretreatment [4]. 

2.1.3 The interfacial region 

It is now well accepted that the adhesive/adherend interface is not a plane boundary, but a 

three dimensional, multilayered structure (Fig. 24, that may be denoted as the interfacial 
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Layer (O. 1 - 4 pm) 

Adhesive Intemhase 

Figure 2.1: Schernatic of the adhesivdadherend interfaciai region 

region. For duminum-to-aluminum joints, the interfacial region includes an oxide layer, 

which is 0.1 - 4 pm in thickness, dependhg on the pretreatment method [4]. Recently, there 

has been evidence [5-81 of an adhesive interphase in the vicinity of the oxide layer (Fig. 2. l), 

with possibly different physical and chernical properties compared to the bulk adherend. This 

subject is not well understood, and is a subject of active research [8]. 

2.2 Durability of adhesive joints 

A key requirement of a structural adhesive joint is to retain a signincant proportion of 

its initial strength upon exposure to its service environment. Unfominately, it is well 

documented that adhesive joints rnay undergo significant weakening. Water, in liquid or 

vapor form, has been found to be the most hostile environment for adhesive joints, 

particularly those featuring metal adherends [ 1,2]. 

2.2.1 Water uptake 

Water may enter a joint by diffusion through the exposed edges of the adhesive, 

transportation dong the adhesiveladherend interface, d i f i i o n  through the adherend if it is 

permeable, and by capilIary action through cracks and crazes in the adhesive [9]. For most 

metal-to-metal adhesive joints, it is established that diffusion through the exposed edges of the 
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adhesive is the major mechanism of water uptake. Severd authors, e.g. [9-141, have studied 

the diaision characteristic of common adhesives by measuring the mass increase of a t h  

fiim of adhesive, exposed to a specified humidity and temperature, as a fhction of tirne. In 

most cases, the water uptake curves showed the characteristics of Fickian diffusion [15], and 

the diffusion coefficient could be found by fitting a Fickian mode1 to the measured absorption 

curve. The diffusion coefficient thus measured rnay be used to predict the water distribution in 

practical adhesive joints operating in the same environment [Il]. 

2.2.2 Effects of water 

Water may affect both cohesive and interfacial properties of a joint, as descnbed 

below: 

(9 -and clof the *! 
. . i. 

ive: As a resuit of the water absorption, the 

glass transition temperature of the adhesive drops, reducing its modulus and strength [2]. This 

is termed plasticization, and is a reversible phenomenon. One shidy [16] found that 

plasticization is a major factor in degradation for certain types of adhesives. It was also found 

that the plasticization causes the fracture toughness of adhesive joints to increase [l]. The 

higher g las  transition temperature of heat-cured, one-part adhesives makes them less 

susceptible to plasticization than room-temperature cured two-part adhesives [2]. 

Another reversible effect of water is the swelling of the adhesive, a phenomenon which 

introduces stresses into the joint. There have been some investigations of the swelling stresses 

[9], which concluded that they are unlikely to be a major factor affecthg the long-term 

durability of joints. It was also suggested that adhesive swelling may help to relieve the 

residual stresses set up in the adhesive layer due to shrinkage while curing [3]. 

(ii) c: The chernical reaction between water and the adhesive 

(hydrolysis) may alter the mechanical properties of the adhesive. Another permanent effect of 

water on adhesives is the leaching of unreacted components 191. The water uptake plot of an 

adhesive fails to reach equilibrium in the presence of such permanent effects. 
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Cracking or crazing of the adhesive as a result of prolonged exposure to water is 

another factor which must be considered when assessing the durability of adhesive joints. This 

is particularly important for s e ~ c e  at elevated or widely fluctuating temperatures [lq. 

(iii)): Although water may af5ect the cohesive properties of an 

adhesive, there is a consensus that it is the effects of water on the interfacial properties of the 

joint which are responsible for its decrease in strength on exposure to water [Il. A well- 

prepared nesh joint invariably fails cohesively, while the locus of failure of an aged joint is 

obsewed to shift to the interfacial region. This suggests that any study aimed at characterizing 

the environmental degradation of adhesive joints should concentrate on the interfacial region. 

The mechanism(s) by which water attacks the interfacial region is not well understood. 

Several theones have been advanced, but none of them are universally accepted [l-31. One 

such theory is that water causes the rupture of secondary bonds across the adhesive/adherend 

interfacial region, thereby displacing the adhesive [3]. The rupture of the secondary bonds in 

the presence of water can be predicted from surface therrnodynamics [l, 31. A second theory 

is that the adhesive interphase (Fig. 2.1) may be .more susceptible to hydrolysis than the buk 

adhesive [3]. A t b d  proposition is the weakening of the oxide layer in a metallic joint, due to 

hydration [4]. However, more recent evidence suggests that such hydration may be a post- 

failure phenornenon [SI. 

For a given adhesive/adherend system, the rate and extent of interfacial weakening depend 

on various parameters such as humidity, temperature, duration of exposure, adherend surface 

preparation and the applied stress. There have been numerous experimental studies, e.g. [16- 

231, to understand the effects of various parameters on degradation using closed adhesive 

sandwiches (Fig. 2.2). In such a geometry, the water enters the joint by diffusion through the 

exposed edges of the adhesive, and hence the water concentration within the joint is 

nonuaiform. This causes the degradation of the interfacial region to proceed in a slow and 

nonudom manner, making it diffïcult to study the interfacial weakening corresponding to a 
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Figure 2.2: Moisture diffusion in a closed adhesive sandwich 

specinc exposure condition, Le., humidity and temperature. It is also dinicult to isolate the 

permanent (as opposed to reversible) interfacial effects of water by using this ûaditional joint 

geomehy. The present work addressed these important issues in the experimental assessrnent 

of durability by the use of a specimen geometry that promoted uniform and accelerated 

degradation. Very recently, &er this work began, others [24, 251 have reported similar 

specimen geometry; however they did not address the tirne-dependent degradation 

conesponding to a specific exposure condition, and the effects of wet and dry testing; i.e. 

testing the joint dong with the water absorbed during the environmentai conditioning (a "wet" 

test) or testing it after drying out the absorbed water. 

2.3 Destructive testing: the peel test 

Afier exposure to a specific environment for a fixed duration, the durability of a joint is 

usually assessed by common destructive test methods such as the single or double lap shear 

test, peel test etc. The peel test (Fig. 2.3) was chosen as the destructive test method for the 

present work, because the crack path in a peel test is close to the interfacial region and hence it 

is attractive to characterize the adhesion strength. In fact, for the sarne reason, the peel test is 

used widely for the mechanical characterization of adhesion phenornenon in a varïety of 

adhesion applications 121. 

There are a variety of peel tests, and the Amencan Society of Testing Materials (ASTM) 

has issued four different standards [2]. Essentidy, they all consist of a flexible adherend, 
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Figure 23: Configuration of a typical peel test 

which is peeled at a constant angle and rate, £tom a ngid adherend to which it is bonded using 

an adhesive (Fig. 2.3). The test reaches a steady-state condition after the initial crack 

extension, and the steady-state peel force is a measure of the adhesion between the flexible 

aciherend and the adhesive. However, there is a great deal of uncertainty regarding the fraction 

of the work of peeling that is expended in the plastic deformation of the flexible adherend 

which undergoes severe bending at the peel fiont. Without adequate models to account for 

such plastic dissipation effects, the peel test is at best qualitative. 

The classical mode1 for peel analysis attempts to predict the transverse tensile stresses 

set up in the adhesive layer in terms of the measured peel force and material properties. 

Following this approach, Spies [26] analyzed elastic peehg by considering the still-attached 

part of the flexible adherend as an elastic beam on an elastic (Winkier) fomdation, and the 

detached part of the flexible adherend as an elastic beam under large displacement. Severd 

such elastic rnodels have been derived by others [27-331. A finite element analysis of elastic 

peeling was presented by Crocombe and Adams [34]. 

Aiternatively, there has been an energy approach to elastic peeling [2,35], which equates 

the work done by the test machine (external work) to the work done on the sample, and 

expresses the peel energy as the difference between the extemal work and the stored elastic 
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energy in the flexible adherend. The peel energy includes plastic dissipation in the flexible 

adherend, the plastic and viscoelastic dissipation in the adhesive, and a surface energy term 

(work of adhesion or work of cohesion, depending on whether failure is inteficial or 

cohesnte) [2]. The latter two terms ( d a c e  energy and adhesive dissipation) constitute the 

critical hcture energy, which is a measure of the strength of the joint, while the flexible 

adherend plastic dissipation is an artifact of the test method. The evaluation of the adherend 

plastic dissipation is not a trivial task because it depends on seveml parameters such as the 

material (adhesive/adherend) properties, peel angle and the bcture energy itseff. A usefül 

peel mode1 should estimate the adherend plastic dissipation fiom knowledge of the peel force, 

the peel angle and the adhesive/adherend properties. 

Early attempts to account for the effects of adherend plasticity, which used elementary 

beam theory [36,37l, are indequate to predict the adherend plastic dissipation from peel test 

data. A f~te-element analysis of elasto-plastic peeling was given by Crocombe and Adams 

[38]. Significant progress in peel analysis was achieved with the development of a large 

displacement, elastic-plastic pure bencihg theory for the flexible adherend advanced by Kim 

and CO-workers [39, 401. They gave an expression for the plastic dissipation in terms of the 

peel force, the adherend properties, peel angle and the rotation at the root of the flexible 

adherend. It was s h o w  that the plastic dissipation is strongly influenced by the root rotation; 

however, it couid not be detemllned fiom their analysis. Subsequently, Williams [41] 

analyzed the root rotation in the peel test, following Kanninen's [42] approach to crack-tip 

rotation in double cantilever beam @CB) specimens. 

Wllliams [41] assumed the flexible adherend to be elastic at the root, although the elastic- 

plastic nature of the adherend was taken into account for the detached portion of the adherend 

using Kim's approach [39]. Also, the effect of adhesive properties on root rotation was 

neglected. This thesis addresses these two important issues in the prediction of adherend 

plastic dissipation in the peel test, by developing a theory for an elastic-plastic beam on an 

elastic foundation. Further, the present work considers an extension of the elastic-plastic pure 

bending theory [40,43] to mode1 a bilinear stress-strain behavior of the flexible adherend. 
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Once the adherend plastic dissipation is evaluated, the determination of the critical 

h c t m  energy fiom the peel energy is straightforward. The peel test is essentidy a mlued- 

mode (mode 1 and mode II) fiachire test [35]. Although the mode-mix effects in elastic 

peeling have been analyzed [35], there exists no andytical method to estimate the mode ratio 

for elastic-plastic peeling. The present work addresses this issue as weli. 

2.4 Ultrasonic NDE of adhesive joints 

2.4.1 Introduction 

Nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods for adhesively-bonded structures are of 

great practicai importance. Although many NDE methods have been investigated in the 

past to inspect adhesively bonded structures, ultrasonic methods have the greatest potential 

[2]. This is because ultrasonic waves are sensitive not ody  to defects such as voids, disbonds 

etc., but also to elastic and viscoelastic properties of the materials involved. 

There are three aspects to the nondestructive evaluation (NDE) of adhesive joints; 

namely, (a) detection of defects such as voids, disbonds (b) evaluation of the cohesive 

properties of the adhesive, and (c) evaluation of interfacial properties [2]. The fust is 

relatively straightfonvard, and conventional ultrasonic methods may be readiiy employed for 

that purpose [2]. Considerable progress has been made also in the characterization of the 

cohesive properties of the adhesive [44-461. Strong correlations have been found between 

ultrasonic parameters, such as through-thickness resonance fiequencies of the joint, and shear 

strength of the joint. A number of commercial bond testers based on resonance methods are 

available, such as the Fokker bond tester [2, 44-46]. Such bond testes can also be used to 

detect defects sucb as disbonds. 

Currently, there exists no reiiable method to characterize the interfacial strength of 

adhesive joints nondestructively [2, 45-47]. This has been acknowledged to be a very 

challenging problem, since the task here is to detect subtle changes in a very thin 

interfacial region (of the order of 1 jun) which lies beneath a relatively thick adherend (of 

the order of 1 mm, Fig. 2.1). The current practice in industry is to guard against interfacial 
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failure by strict quaiity control of the surface preparation of the adherend. Kowever, as 

discussed earlier, adhesive joints are susceptible to interfacial weakening upon exposure to 

a moist service environment. Lack of NDE techniques to evaluate such degradation limits 

the potential applications of adhesive joints, despite their many advantages. 

It should be mentioned that strength is a destructive parameter; hence, the dtrasonic 

NDE of strength is based on the hypothesis that a decrease in strength is accompanied by 

physical changes in the interfacial region, such as a change in the local stifiess. The 

dependance of these changes in the material properties on ultrasonic wave propagation may 

be analyzed, thus providing a way to evaluate the interfacial strength nondesûuctively. The 

correlations between dtrasonically determined interfaciai parameters and the destructive 

strength must necessarily be empincal. 

2.4.2 Ultrasonic Methods for the NDE of the interfacial region 

There have been many ultrasonic techniques which have been investigated for the 

characterization of the interface of an adhesive joint. Cawley [47] gave an excellent review of 

the major techniques. These fa11 into three basic categones: 

(a) &J&& i n v o l ~ v a - s a n d w i c h :  This category is based 

on the interaction of ultrasonic waves with the whole adherend-adhesive-adherend sandwich 

structure (Fig. 2.4a), and involve relatively low fiequencies, of the order of 1 MHz. Since the 

wavelength at these iow frequencies are comparable to the total thichess of a typical joint 

(Fig. 2 4 ,  the reflected longitudinal and shear waves fiom the various interfaces superimpose 

each other to generate the various modes of vibration of the sandwich structure. 

Lamb (plate) wave techniques fall into this category. When the sandwich structure is 

obliquely insonified, the Lamb modes, which propagate dong the joint, may be generated. 

The Lamb waves leak energy into the coupling medium as they propagate, allowing the wave 

propagation characteristics to be measured. Several research groups investigated the 

variations in the Lamb wave dispersion (phase velocity of the various Lamb modes vs. 

fiequency) curves with changes in the interfacial properties. Guy et al. [48] showed that the 

dispersion curves are not highly sensitive to pemibations in interfacial properties. Cawley and 
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Figure 24: Ultrasonic methods for interfacial characterization, involving, (a) the 
entire adherend-adhesive-adherend sandwich, (b) the adhesive Iayer, (c) the 
interfacial region. The multiple echoes are not shown for the sake of clarity. 

CO-workers [47] have shown that the dispersion curves are primarily sensitive to adherend 

properties, irnplyuig that Lamb waves can not be readily used for interfacial characterization. 

Dickstein et al. [49] have hvestigated the thickness resonances of the sandwich structure 

dong with novel signal processing and pattern recognition methods to evaluate the interfacial 

region. They were able to classify joints empirically according to their methods of surface 

preparation using ultrasonic features obtained fiom signal processing. Levesque et al. [SI] 

have presented a similar technique, which they cal1 as ulmonic  interferomeo, and report 

strong sensitivity of the reflection spectra of the sandwich structure to interfacial properties of 

the joint, both theoretically and experimentally. Thompson and Thompson [50] also reported 

on the sensitivity of certain thickness vibration modes to the interfacial condition. These 

results are somewhat surprishg since it is widely held that the resonance techniques can 

indicate only the cohesive properties and gross defects [46]. 

(b) CJuided of f t h e v e  IF: This category of ultrasonic NDE of the interface 

is based on wave propagation within the adhesive layer, and hence reduces the sensitivity of 

the results to the adherend properties (Fig. 2.4b). When the adhesive layer is insonified 

obliquely, the guided modes are formed, for suitable combinations of fiequency and adhesive 
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uiickness, due to the superposition of the longitudinal and shear waves reverberating within 

the adhesive layer. The dispersion characteristics of the guided modes of the adhesive layer 

depend on the boundary conditions between the adhesive and the adherends. There are two 

classes in this category, namely, (i) hue guided modes of the adhesive layer, Le., those modes 

which do not leak back into the adherends, and (ii) leaky guided modes propagating in the 

adhesive layer. 

The tme guided modes have been investigated, mostly theoreticdly, by many authors [52- 

541, and it has been shown that such modes are sensitive to interfacial properties, in addition 

to the cohesive properties of the adhesive. However, there are practical difficulties in 

generating tnie guided modes of the adhesive layer, since they can not be excited by waves 

launched fiom the top adherend. In most engineering structures, dtrasonic waves must be 

introduced to the bondluie via the top adherend fkom a transducer in contact with the surface 

or in a liquid medium above the surface. 

In contrast, the leaky guided modes of the adhesive layer can be generated readily by 

waves launched obliquely through the top adherend (Fig. 2.4b). This method requires 

relatively higher fkequency (5-10 MHz) in order to resolve the adhesive echoes fiom the 

echoes originating fiom the outer surfaces of the adherends. Rokhlin and CO-workers [55] 

analyzed this method extensively using theoretical and experimental tools. They found that 

certain features in the reflection spectrum of the adhesive layer are sensitive to the interfaciai 

condition. Other researchers [56, 571 also investigated this technique. However, the leaky 

guided modes were shown to be substantially sensitive to the cohesive properties of the 

adhesive as well [47]. 

(c) reflection o f f :  The third 

major technique for the ultrasonic characterization of the interfacial region is the 

measurement of its reflection coefficient (Fig. 2.4~). The major advantage of this 

technique is that the reflection coefficient is primarily sensitive to pertubations in 

interfacial properties, such as those due to environmental degradation fiom rnoisture 

uptake. Since the echo fiom the upper surface of the adhesive needs to be resolved from 
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that originating fiom the bottom surface, the ultrasonic fiequency needs to be much higher 

for this rnethod than those described earlier, of the order of 25 MHz for a typical adhesive 

thickness of 0.4 mm. This method was also the nahual choice for the present study 

because it is compatible with the novel specimen geometry selected for the investigation. 

Many researchers have investigated the use of reflection coefficient rneasurements kom 

the interfacial region to characterize its properties. Early investigations used normal-incidence 

longitudinal waves [58]. However, it was shown that inspection methods which use waves 

incident obliquely at the interface may be more sensitive to adhesion weakness [59-611. In 

particular, it has been theoreticdy demonstrated that, the reflection mode that is most 

sensitive to the interfacial condition is the oblique, shear-shear re flection fiom the interfacial 

region [59,60]. 

2.43 Characterization of interfacial weakening due to water 

Many of the experiments reported in the literature were carried out on specimens with 

artificidy weakened interface, such as one contaminated with a release agent prior to bonding 

to create "poor" adhesion. Some authors attempted to discriminate adhesive joints 

nondestmctively according to their different surface pretreatments [49, 511. There have bcen 

few attempts to characterize interfacial weakening as a function of exposure to a moist 

environment. One of the major objectives of the present work was to ultrasonically 

characterize the interfacial weakening of adhesive joints on exposure to water. 

Early work in the NDE of the interfacial weakening due to moisture attempted to use 

normaliy incident ultrasonic compression waves [62]. Dickstein et al. [63] used advanced 

signal processing techniques to c lasse  joints nondestructively for various levels of 

moisture content. This work was prirnariiy empincal in nature. Recently Rokhlin and CO- 

workers [64, 661 have investigated environmental degradation of adhesive joints using the 

leaky guided modes of the adhesive layer. They found correlations between certain 

features in the fiequency spectrum and joint strength as measured by the lap shear test. 

They also attempted to characterize interfacial degradation by a mode1 of an adhesive joint 



with a nonhomogeneous interphase structure [65]. 

The above works used the traditional joint geometry (Fig. 2.2)' which suffers fiom the 

drawbacks described in Section 2.2.2, making it impossible to associate nondestructive 

parameters to a particular level of degradation or water concentration. Also, the research 

employed ultrasonic methods which have substantial sensitivity to small pertubations in the 

bu& adhesive properties as well as the interfaciai region (methods (a) and (b)). It was noted 

earlier that water in general affects both cohesive and interfacial properties of a joint. 

Therefore, there is a degree of uncertainty as to the respective contributions of cohesive and 

interfacid changes to the pertubations in ultrasonic features; an additional set of experiments 

may be requked to isolate the interfacial effects [66]. The present work tackles these issues by 

using ultmsonic reflection measurements fiom the interfacial region, a rnethod of type (c) 

that is primarily sensitive to interfacid properties, and a new specimen geometry which 

overcame the difficulties associated with the traditional geometry. 

2.4.4 Theory of wave propagation in adhesive joints 

2.4.4.1 Plane-harmonic wave theory 

The theoretical modelling of uitrasonic plane wave interactions with adhesive joints has 

received wide attention in the last two decades. General purpose multi-Iayer modelling tools 

have been developed using a number of matrix formulations 1671. The matrix methods are 

quite general, and rnay be used to mode1 dl three major methods for the NDE of adhesive 

joints described earlier. 

The starting point for the modelling of wave propagation in a homogeneous isotropie solid 

is Navier's equation of motion [69,70] given by, in the absence of body forces, 

where h and p are the Lame constants, p is the density and ; is the displacement vector. The 

displacement field may be decomposed into dilatational and rotational fields by expressing it 
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A 

as the sum of the gradient of a scalar field, $ , and the curl of a vector field y, i.e., 

Cornbining equations (2.1) and (2.2)- the following scalar and vector wave equations 

describing compression (longitudinal or dilatational) waves and shear (transverse or 

rotational) waves may be obtained [70]: 

where cl = J( l i  + 2p) /p and cf = Jpp are the buk  longitudinal and shear wave 

velocities in the medium, respectively. 

In multi-layered plate problems such as an adhesively-bonded structure, it is usuaily 

assumed that the width of the structure is much larger than the ultrasonic wavelength involves, 

and therefore a two-dimensionai (plane strain) anaiysis is valid [67]. For the plane strain case, 

the vector wave equation becomes a scalar one, with only the out-of-plane component of the 

vector potential, y, being relevant (Fig. 2.5). The plane-harmonic solutions of Eq. 2.3, for 

compression and shear waves, are: 

where kl and k, are the longitudinal and shear wave numbers, respectively, and o is the 

circular frequency. The solution for the wave motion in a multi-layered structure is achieved 

by the superposition of longitudinal and shear buk waves (Eq. 2.4) in each layer, and the 

imposition of proper boundary conditions. It is sufncient to consider four waves in each of the 
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Figure 25: Schematic of planewave interaction with an adhesive joint 

layers, two shear and two longitudinal waves, corresponding to the incident and reflected 

fields [67]. 

The most common method to solve the multi-layered problem is the transfer matrix 

method [67]. The major advantage of the transfer matrix method is relatively small 

computational effort. However, the method suffers from numerical instability when the ratio 

of thickness of a layer to the wavelength is much greater than unity. Unfortunately, this 

situation holds for typical adherend thicknesses and fiequencies involved in commercial 

adhesive joints [671. RecentLy Levesque et al. [68] addressed this issue and derived a robust 

version of the transfer matrix method. An alternative is to use the global matrix method [67], 

which has been shown to be extremely robust, to calculate the plane wave reflection 

coefficient fiom a layered structure. This results in slower computation than the transfer 

matrix method. 

Many of the ultrasonic models [47-601 for adhesive joints used the plane wave theory. For 

method (a) (Lamb wave and resonance technique) and method (b) (guided modes of adhesive 

layer), which involve fiequency or velocity measurements, the plane wave approximation is 
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valid provided that the spechens are kept in the far field of the ultrasonic transducers. 

However, for method (c) (reflection coefficient) this simplification is valid only if the 

measured reflection spectrum is de-convolved with respect to a reference spectnim to correct 

for beam divergence and attenuation in the propagathg medium [47]. Although this may be 

achieved in laboratory conditions, such a reference spectrum wodd not be available for the 

inspection of industrial adhesive joints. It wodd be desirable to model the complete 

measurement system taking into account the detaüed structure of the wave field generated by 

the trammitter, the characteristics of the receiver and the propagation effects in the various 

media including the coupling medium. 

In order to model an ultrasonic measurement system, a finite or bounded beam approach 

based on the angular spectnim or plane-wave decomposition method [71] may be employed. 

According to the angular spectrum method, a bounded ultrasonic beam may be decomposed 

into an infinite number of plane waves or angular components centered about the incident 

angle. This is a powemil tool to deai with bounded beams since the analytical M e w o r k  for 

plane waves is weii established. 

Pialucha and Cawley [6 11 modelled the deaction effects onginating fkom the finite size 

of Bat transducers used in the NDE of the interfacial region, using the angular spectnim 

method. They concluded that a finite beam model is essential to predict the fidi response of 

the tramducer, and that under certain circumsfances the plane wave approximation may be 

used. In their work, it was necessary to perform an experimental correction on rneasured 

signal by means of a reference spectnim. 

Most of the comrnercidy available transducers in the higher frequency range 

(typically > 15 MHz), which is required for the examination of the interfacial region using 

method (c) (see Section 2.4.2), are manufactured with a focussing lem in order to shorten the 

near field length. In addition, focused beams make it possible to generate various wave types 

over a wide range of angles simultaneously inside the adherend. There exists no theoretical 

studies of the interaction of focused waves with the adhesive/adherend interfacial region in 
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the literature. The present work models an oblique-incidence immersion measurement system 

with a focused transmitter and receiver. 

2.4.4.3 Models for the interfacial region 

It may be recalled that water attacks primarily the interfacial region of an adhesive 

joint; therefore a physical mode1 of the interfacial region is required, and many approaches 

have been proposed in the literature for this purpose. These models for the interfacial 

region may be readily incorporated into the above wave propagation models for adhesive 

joints. 

Wang and Rokhlin [55] modelled the interfacial region as a two-layered structure, 

consisting of the oxide layer and a weak-boundary layer. The oxide layer was modelled as 

elastically anisotropic because of its porous structure. They used a weak-boundary layer 

concept to simulate interfacial weakening, either as a result of degradation or due to improper 

surface preparation of the adherends. Such layered models of the interfacial region have been 

used by other investigators as well [47, 60, 741. A simple isotropic, visco-elastic interlayer 

with complex dynamic moduli was ais0 considered to model the interfacial region [5 1,721. 

The major disadvantage of the interlayer model is that very Little is known about the 

nature of the adhesive interphase (or weak boundary layer), and the changes to the 

adhesive interphase and the oxide layer as a result of environmental degradation. A simple 

isotropic, elastic interlayer model to describe the adhesive interphase needs four 

parameters, namely the two elastic constants, density and the thickness. If the oxide layer 

is aiso to be included, seven more additional properties are required, namely five elastic 

constants (for transverse isotropy), the thickness of the oxide and its density [73,74]. 

Other researchers have modelled the interfacial region using normal and tangential springs 

[51, 58, 59, 751. Very strong s p ~ g s  correspond to perfect interfaciai adhesion, while a 

weakening in adhesion is represented by weak springs. Mathematically, the spring model 

requires only a minor modifkation in the boundary conditions. At a perfect interface between 

two half spaces, the boundary conditions con& of the continuity of normal and shear stresses 
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and displacements across the interface. In the spring mode1 case (imperfect interface) the 

boundary conditions are the continuity of the stresses and a discontinuity in the displacements 

which depends on the sprkg constants. For the plane strain case: 

where w and a, are the normal displacement and stress, respectively, u and rXz are the 

tangential displacement and stress, respectively, and, K, and Kt are the normal and the 

tangential s p ~ g  constants at the interface, respectively. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the 

adherend and the adhesive respectively. 

Wang and Rokhlin [72] have described the physical basis for the spring model. They 

showed that it is a special case of the layer model, in which the elastic responses of the 

interlayer are considered and their inertia is neglected. The s p ~ g  constants are equivalent to 

the elastic propedes of the layer normalized by its thickness, and sometirnes are referred to as  

the specific stiffiiesses [Sl]. It was shown [72] that the spring model is vaiid in the long 

wavelength limit, i.e., when the thickness of the interfacial region is much smaller than the 

wavelength involved. When the oxide layer thickness is negligible (which is the case, for 

instance, with the FPL surface pretreatment of the adherend) the above condition is usuaily 

satisfied because the adhesive interphase is of the order of 1 - 5 pm thick and the typical 

wavelength is at least one order of magnitude greater in the commerciaily feasible frequency 

range of 5 - 30 MHz. 

Another situation where the spring model is applicable is the case of a distribution of 

sub-wavelength defects (defect size, a « A) at the interface between two soiids. Because of 

the presence of the sub-wavelength defects, the local stifhess at the interface is lowered 

relative to the bulk solids, a situation which can be described by a spring model. Such a rnodel 

has been applied to fusion welding and diaision bonding [76-781, where there is only a partial 

(intermittent) contact between the materials on a micro-structural level. 
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The spring mode1 is attractive because it needs only two parameters to characterize the 

interfacial region. However, there has been no experimental evidence of the validity of the 

spring mode1 in the case of adhesive joints. The present work investigates the appiicability of 

the spring mode1 to describe the environmental degradation of the interfacial region in 

adhesive joints. 



CHAPTER 3 - Anabsik of the Peel Test 

This chapter presents a theoretical approach to the analysis of the peel test. First, the large 

displacement, elastic-plastic pure bending theory of the flexible adherend is extended to a 

bilinear stress-strain response. Second, a new mode1 is developed for the still-attached part of 

the flexible adherend, treating it as an elastic-plastic beam on an elastic foundation. The 

prediction of the adherend plastic dissipation is made possible by combinùig the above two 

solutions, there by allowing the determination of the criticai hcture energy and mode-ratio 

from the peel test data. Numencal simulation is cmried out to understand the effects of various 

material parameters on the adherend plastic dissipation. Finally, the modei is validated 

experimentally. The material presented in this chapter has already been published by the 

author [79, 801. 

3.1 Energy balance in steady-state peeling 

In a peel test (Fig. 3. l), after the debond begins to propagate, the peel force approaches a 

steady value for constant peel angle. Under steady-state conditions, the following energy 

balance may be formulated [43]: 

where G, is the critical fiacture energy, Wext is the extemal work per unit area, W,, is the 

stored elastic energy per unit area in tension of the flexible adherend (hereafter referred to as 

the "adherend"), W is the energy per unit area dissipated plasticdy due to tensile 
P t  

deformation of the adherend, and W is the energy per unit area dissipated plastically due to 
pb 
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bending of the adherend. The extemal work per unit area may be calculated fiom [2]: 

where P is the peel force, b is the width of the adherend, @ is the peel angle, and E, is the 

tende strain in the detached part of the adherend. In most cases of adhesive bonds, Wef and 

W are negligible compared to Wpb . The calculation of W is not a trivial task because it 
Pr pb 

depends on many variables such as the matenal (adhesive/adherend) properties, peel angle 

and the critical hcture energy itseif. The prediction of the plastic dissipation due to bending 

in the adherend (hereafter referred to as the adherend plastic dissipation or simply, the plastic 

dissipation) is the major objective of the present analysis. 

The critical fiachire energy, G,, includes the surface energy term (work of adhesion or 

work of cohesion, depending on whether the failure locus is interjlacial or cohesive) and the 

local dissipation ahead of the crack tip due to the plastic and visco-elastic effects. It should 

also be noted that the peel test constitutes a mixed-mode fracture, and hence Gc may be 

partitioned into its opening mode (mode 1) and sliding mode (mode II) components. 

3.2 Adherend plastic dissipation in steady-state peeling 

Figures 3.la and 3. lb  show the configuration of the adherend, and the corresponding 

moment-curvature (MX) diagram, respectively, in a steady-state peel test [39, 401. The 

adherend ceases to be elastic at point A, where it attains the elastic-limit curvature and yield 

moment. From point A to point B, the adherend is plastically deformed and reaches the 

maximum curvature at the root, B. It undergoes elastic unloading during B-C, and reverse 

plastic loading during C-D to straighten the adherend. It is convenient to nomalize the 

moment and curvature with respect to the collapse moment and elastic limit curvature, 

respectively [3 9, 8 11 : 
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Rigid adherend 

Figure 3.1 (a) Steady-state peel configuration, (b) Correspondhg moment-curvature diagram 

where M and K are the moment per unit width and the curvature of the centroidal axis of the 

adherend cross-section, respectively, at any position dong the adherend, and, M and Ke are 
P 

the collapse moment per unit width and elastic limit cwature, respectively, given by: 

where o is the adherend 
Y 

2 
Mp = c ~ ~ h  / 4 ;  Ke = 2 o y / E h  (3.4) 

yield stress, h is the adherend thickness, and E is the Young's 

modulus of the adherend. 

The adherend plastic dissipation is given by the area enclosed by the M-K diagram (Fig. 

3.1 b), i.e., the area enclosed by O-A-B-C-D-O, given by: 

$b = M P K e J m ( k ) d k  
OABCDO 

It should be noted that the above equation includes the residual elastic bending energy 

also. To evaluate the above expression, the m-k relations for the various stages of deformation 

(Fig. 3. l b) are derived below for a linear strain-hardening (bilinear) matend. 
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Figure 3.2 Bi-linear stress-strain diagram 

3.3 Moment-cuwature relations for a bi-Iinear material 

In this section the moment-cwature relationships for a bilinear stress-straui behaviour of 

the flexible adherend is newly derived. It may be noted that, W o c h  et al 1431 considered the 

bilinear case; however, their derivation led to some misleading restrictions on the solution. 

The uniaxial stress-strain relation for a bilinear material (Fig. 3.2) may be expressed as: 

where C J ~  and E~ are the yield stress and yield strain of the adherend, respectively, E is the 

Young's modulus of the adherend, and E is the slope of the strain-hardening part of the 
P 

stress-* diagram (Fig. 3.2). It is convenient to normalize Eq. 3.6a as follows: 

- - 
where o = B/CY~, E = and 6 = E / E .  

P 
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With the usual asmmption of beam theory that plane sections remain plane and normal to 

the centroicial axis, the axial strain at any point on the adherend cross-section is given by: 

where j = y /  ( h / 2 ) ,  y being the distance of a point from the neutrai axis. 

The normalized moment-curvature relationship may be obtained fiom the following 

equation, in conjunction with Eq. 3.6b and Eq. 3.7 and by knowing the stress distribution of 

the adherend cross-section (Fig .3.3): 

Elastic Ioading (Fg. 3.3a): During segment O-A (Fig. 3.1), elastic loading of the 

adherend takes place, and the well-known moment-curvature relation for elastic bending may 

be obtained fkom Eq. 3.8 as: 

Plastic Zoading (Fig. 3-36): During segment A-B, plastic loading of the adherend occurs, 

and the stress distribution is given by: 

where f is given by Eq. 3.6b. and il is the elastic-plastic interface (Fig. 3.3 b), which can be 

obtained fiom Eq. 3.10, using the condition that 6 = 1 at the elastic-plastic interface, giving 

= 1 / k . Therefore, using Eq. 3.8. we get: 
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Figure 3.3 Stress distribution of the adherend cross-section, (a) elastic loading, (b) plastic 
loading, (c) elastic unloading, (d) reverse plastic loading 

Elastic unloading (Fig. 3 4 :  During segment B-C, elastic unloading of the adherend 

occurs and the stress distribution is given by: 

where k, is the nomalized root curvature. Using Eq. 3.8, the following moment-curvature 

relation for the elastic unloading stage may be obtained: 

where rno is the nomalized moment at the root of the adherend, given by (see Eq. 3.1 1): 

Reverse plastic loading mg. 3-34: The stress distribution during the reverse plastic 

bending stage, C-D in Fig. 3.1, can be shown to be. 
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where i2 is the new elastic-plastic interface in reverse plastic bending (Fig. 3.3d), which may 

be found fiom the condition that the stress at j2 is equal to the yield stress, Le., fiom Eq. 3.15: 

For a bilinear matenai, using Eq. 3.6b, we get: 

Finally, fiom Eq. 3.8, we get the moment-curvature relation for the reverse plastic bending 

stage as: 

The curvature at point C, needed to calculate the area under the M X  diagram (Fig. 3.1 b), 

can be found fiom Eq. 3.16 using the condition that the stress on the outer fiber (y = 1 ) at C 

is equal to the yield stress, i.e., 

For a bilinear matenai, using Eq. 3.6b, we get 

kC = k o - 2 - 6 ( k o - 1 )  

It is also noteworthy, that under certain conditions the points C and D coincide, Le., the 
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reverse plastic bending stage is absent. The value of the root cwature, ko,  at which this 

happens may be found from Eq. 3.20 with kC = O ,  i.e., 

By substituthg the m-k relations (Eqs. 3.9,3.11,3.13 and 3.1 8) into Eq. 3.5, the following 

expression for the adherend plastic dissipation may be obtained: 

1 
for l < k o L 1 + -  1-6  

1 
for ko 2 1 + - 

- "3.22b) 

3.4 Analysis of the detached part of the flexible adherend 

Using the large-displacement, elastic-plastic theory [39, 431, the following expression 

may be derived for the detached part of the flexible adherend: 

where 8 ,  is the rotation at the root, B, of the adherend (Fig. 3. la). Substitution of the new m- 

k relations for a bilinear material (Eqs. 3.9,3.11 3.13 and 3.18) into the above equation yields: 
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P ko 1 
bM K ( 1  -cos ( $ - e o ) )  = 7 for 1 c k 0 s  1  +- 

P e 1-6 

1 
for ko 1 1 + - 1 - 6  

In the equations 3.22 and 3.24, the unknowns are the adherend plastic dissipation in 

bending, Wpb , the root curvature, k,, and the root rotation, Bo. The additional information 

needed to calculate the plastic dissipation energy, W may be obtained by analyzing the 
pb ' 

attached part of the adherend as an elastic-plastic beam on an elastic foundation. 

3.5 Analysis of the attached part of the adherend 

In this section, a new theory is developed for the deformation of an elastic-plastic beam on 

an elastic foundation in order to analyze the attached part of the flexible adherend. For this 

analysis, two simplifying approximations are made: 

(i) Long-beam assumption: At point A on the attached beam, the deformation ceases to be 

elastic, and at the root B it reaches the highest degree of plastic deformation (Figs. 3.1). 

Generaily, both the elastic and the elastic-plastic sections of the attached part of the adherend 

have to be analyzed. However, the problern is greatiy simplifïed by making the assumption of 

a semi-infinite elastic-plastic beam on an elastic foundation. This approximation is equivalent 

to the long beam assumption in the theory of a beam on elastic foundation [84]. It may be 

shown that for the long beam assumption to be valid, the extent of the elastic-plastic section 

(A-B in Fig. 3.1) need only be greater than a few miliimeters for typical peel tests. 
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Figure 3.4 Linear approximation to the M-K relation for eiastic-plastic loading 

(ii) Approximate m-k relation for elastic-plastic section: The actuai moment curvature 

relationship for the elastic-plastic section of the attached part of the adherend is given by Eq. 

3.11. However, due to the non-linear nature of the m-k relation, an anaiytical treatment of the 

defonnation of the attached part of the adherend becomes impossible. To overcome this 

difficulty, a linear approximation to the moment-curvahire relation during the elastic-plastic 

benduig is usea, 6; shown in Fig. 3.4. A rational way to linearize the elastic-plastic section of 

the M-K diagram is to equate the area (i.e., the energy dissipated) under the actual M-K 

diagram (O-A-B) to that under the approximated M-K diagram (O-A+). Fhally an 

approximate, normalized moment-curvature relation for plastic-loading section (AI-B) may 

be obtained as: 

where 
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This Linearization procedure is a reasonably accurate description of common peel tests for 

adhesive joints. It may be readily shown that when k, » 1 , the actual m-k relation (Eq. 3.11) 

for stage A-B is in fact nearly linear. 

Beam-on-elastic-fooundation: According to the theory of beam on an elastic foundation, 

the beam displacements and the foundation stresses are related as foilows [33]: 

where v and u are the vertical and horizontal beam dispiacements, and ha and h, are the 

effective normal and tangentid foundation constants (or foundation moduli), respectively. In 

the case of adhesive joints, it is important to consider the cornpliances of both the adhesive 

and the adherend. The adherend cornpliance is due to the fact that the adherend does not act as 

a built-in cantilever, and undergoes scme rotation at the root even in the extreme case of a 

perfectly ngid adhesive [41, 421. The effective foundation constant may be calcdated by 

assuming that the adhesive and adherend cornpliances act in series [82,83]: 

where the superscripts a& and adn represent the adhesive and the adherend, respectively. The 

adhesive is considered to be elastic, giving the following relations [83]: 
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where E, and pa are the adhesive Young's modulus and shear modulus respectively, and ta 

is the adhesive thickness. 

Adherend foundation constant under elustic-plastic loading: In the presence of plastic 

deformation, the adherend foundation constants depend on the degree of plasticity. 

Expressions are sought for the normal and shear foundation constants of the adherend under 

elastic-plastic loading. 

adn First, consider the normal foundation constant, h, of the adherend. According to the 

deformation theory of plasticity (or total strain theory), the generalized Hooke's Iaw may be 

used to relate the stress and total straui, provided that E and v (Poisson ratio) are replaced by 

the secant modulus Es (Fig. 3.2) and 0.5, respectively [84]. By using these relations, and 

Kaminen's approach for the elastic case [42], the normal foundation constant of the adherend 

rnay be shown to be: 

The secant modulus, Es,  may be obtained fiom the bilinear stress-strain relations (Eq. 

3.6b), provided that the effective total strain, E,, (Fig. 3.2) is known, Le., 

For the purpose of deriving an analytical expression for Es, the effective strain ee is 

assumed to be equal to the maximum bending strain at the root: 
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Figure 3.5 Free body diagram of a differential element on the 
attached part of the flexible adherend 

The foundation constant for the shear deformation (kzdh) may be obtained in a sirnilar 

manner as: 

Governing equation: Figure 3.5 shows a differential element of the attached part of the 

adherend By applying the equilibrium equations to this element [33], together with the linear 

m-k relation (Eq. 3-25), and Eq. 3.30, the following differential equation may be obtained 

goveming the foundation shear stress (Appendix A): 

The foundation normal stress may be found nom the following equation (Appendix A): 
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where 

The general solution to Eq. 3.37 is: 

- T V  + e [C6cos (qx) + C7 sin ( q ~ )  1 

where r , -K, q, f qi and -q, f q i  are the roots of the characteristic equation of Eq. 3.37. 

Because of the long beam assumption, four of the seven constants (Cl , C2, Co and C7 ) 

are zero, by v h e  of the boundary condition that .rxY = O , as x + -= . Equation 3.4 1 may be 

re-written as: 

ior v 
\ ( x )  = C3e + e  (C4cos(qp) + C S s i n ( q ~ ) )  

The foiiowing boundary conditions are valid at the mot ( x  = 0 ): 
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where T and V are the axial and shear forces respectively. From Eq. 3.42 and Eqs. 3.43-3.46, 

the following simultaneous algebraic equations may be obtained: 

I C C ~  + q,C4 + qiC5 = hr 2 +- Ebh 

w here 
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Equations 3.47-3.50 dong with Eqs. 3.1, 3.22 and 3.24 are sufEcient to calculate the 

adherend plastic dissipation during the peeling process. 

Fracture energyfiom local stresses: The peel test may be considered as a mixed-mode 

fracture of some combination of mode 1 (opening mode) and mode II (sliding mode). Since 

the adhesive is considered to be elastic, the mode I and mode II components of the fracture 

energy may be expressed in tems of the foundation stresses (Eq. 3.42 and 3.39) as [83]: 

where cp is the phase angle, which is a measure of the amount of mode-II component of Gc 

relative to its mode4 component. The fkacture energy of many adhesives is a function of <p ; 

see, for example ref. [83]. 

Numerical implementation: The numerical solution for the critical fiacture energy consists 

of solving the seven simdtaneous equations, (3.1 ), (3.22), (3 .24) and (3.47)-(3.50) for seven 

unknowns namely, C3, 5, C5, ko, Bo, Wpb and G,. The mode ratio may be calculated fiom 

Eqs. 3.57-3.58. A Matiab program was written using the Newton-Raphson method to achieve 

the solution. 



3.6 Numerical results 

In this section, numerical simulation is carried out to study the variation in the magnitudes 

of adherend plastic dissipation with changes in materiai (adhesiveladherend) properties and 

peel angle. The adherend is assurned to be an elastic-perfectly plastic matenal (6 = O),  and 

the foundation shear stress is neglected in the numencd studies. It was verified that, in rnost 

cases, the exclusion of the shear stress introduces an error less than 15% in the adherend 

plastic dissipation. Since the primary objective at this point is to seek gened trends in the 

plastic dissipation, it is justified to shpi.i@ the calculations by neglecting the effect of the 

shear stress. 

Figure 3.6 shows the ratio of externai energy to the criticai fracture energy ( Wext /Gc)  

plotted against G, , calcdated for various values of adherend thickness and yield stress at 

9 = 90". The range for Gc was chosen to reflect typical structurai adhesive joints, which 

2 
have Gc ranging nom 200 - 3000 J / m  . It is noted fiom Fig. 3.6 that, for a given G, , the 

externai energy, W,,, , and hence the adherend plastic dissipation ( Werr = Gc + Wpb ) can 

be very sensitive to the adherend properties. Therefore, it is important to choose the adherend 

properties such that the adherend plastic dissipation is kept small. It is observed fiom Fig. 3.6 

that for high-fhcture energy systems, the use of low values of adherend thickness and yield 

stress keeps the effects of adherend plastic dissipation srnaIl. On the other hand for Iow 

hcture energy systems, the use of relatively high values of the thickness and yield stress 

wodd be desirable to keep the plastic dissipation effects low. It is aiso noted fiom Fig. 3.6 that 

for given adherend properties and peel angle, there is a particular value of Gc at which the 

plastic dissipation effects are the maximum. 

Previous investigators [36, 411 have pointed out the existence of a critical adherend 

thickness at which the plastic dissipation is a maximum for a given Gc . Figure 3.7 shows the 



Figure 3.6 Effect of adherend properties on plastic dissipation: WJGc versus G, for 
adherends of different thickness and yield stress; the joint parameters used are: $ = 90°, 
E, = 2.5 GPa and ta = 0.4 mm. 

variation of WeI,/Gc with adherend thickness h, for several values of the yield stress 5,  and 

2 
for two extreme values of G, (250 and 2500 J /m ). The range of thickness was chosen to 

reflect cornmon peel tests for metallic adhesive joints. The figure does indeed predict the 
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Figure 3.7 Existence of a critical adherend thickness: WJGc versus h for various values of C 
and 0- ; the joint parameters used are: $ = 90°, E, = 2.5 GPa and 1, = 0.4 mm. 

existence of a critical adherend thickness, although not al1 the maxima fall within the useful 

thickness range. 

A closer examination of Fig. 3.7 reveals that for a low fracture system, the use of a high 

yield strength material with a thickness much larger than the critical thickness keeps the 

adherend plastic dissipation low. This is consistent with the conclusions drawn fiom Fig. 3.6. 

The alternative solution of choosing an adherend thickness much smaller than the critical 

thickness would not be feasible in this case since the thickness would be too small, and the 

adherend might yield in tension. For medium to high hcture energy systems (most structural 

adhesive systems fall in this category), the use of a low yield-strength adherend with a 

thickness much smaller than the cnticd thickness is the preferred solution for minimizing the 

effects of plastic dissipation. 
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Figure 3.8 Effect of adhesive properties on plastic dissipation: WJGc versus Gc for various values 
of the normal adhesive foundation constant &'?; the joint parameters used are: $ = 90°, o,, = 
300 MPa and h = 0.3 mm. 

Figure 3.8 shows the variation of W a t / G ,  vs. G, for various values of the ratio of 

adhesive modulus to thickness (i.e., the normal foundation constant of the adhesive). I t  is 

obserded that the plastic dissipation increases with increasing foundation constant. This is 

expected intuitively, since the root curvature becomes sharper with increasing adhesive 

stifiess for a given adhesive thickness. 

Figure 3.9 shows the ratio Wex,/Gc vs. the peel angle, 6, for fixed values of Gc and 

adherend properties. It is observed that W e x t / G c ,  and hence the adherend plastic dissipation, 

increases steadily with peel angle, a trend which has been reported elsewhere [85]. The result 

is expect on physical grounds, since an increase in peel angle would cause the root radius of 

the adherend to become sharper, thereby leading to an increase in plastic dissipation. It should 

be realized that for very low values of peel angle, the predominant deformation of the 

adherend is temile. The present model, which assumes pure bending for the detached part of 

the adherend, may not be applicable in this case. 
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Figure 3.9 Effect of peel angle on plastic dissipation: WJGc versus + ; the joint parameters used 
are: cy = 250 MPa, h = O S  mm, E, = 2.5 GPa and ta = 0.4 mm and Gc = 1000 ~ l r n ' .  

3.7 Experimental validation of the mode1 

For a given adhesive system (adherend material, surface treatment and adhesive), the 

critical fracture energy should be independent of the peel angle, adherend thickness and 

adherend yield stress, provided that the mode ratio and the contribution of the crack-tip 

dissipation to Gc do not Vary with the test geometry. Therefore, the strategy for the 

experimental validation of the model was to predict Gc and mode ratio by applying the 

model to experimental peel data obtained from specimens prepared using the same metai, 

surface pretreatment and adhesive; the only variables were the peel angle, the adherend 

thickness and the adherend yield stress. 

3.7.1 The peel data 

Two sets of experimental peel data were analyzed. The data set 1 is fiom ref. [38], and the 

data set II corresponds to the peel tests carried out in the present work. Data set 1 includes two 

aluminum alloys as the flexible adherend; namely, a relatively high yield-strength AA2024- 

T3 alloy and a relatively low yield-strength BS 3L61 alloy. The peel specimens were prepared 
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Figure 3.10 Stress-Strain diagrams; (a) AA1100-0 alloy, (b) AA3004-HI9 alloy, (c) AA1100-Hl6 
alloy, (d) Hysol EA9346 adhesive 

with a rubber-modified epoxy as the adhesive. Peel tests were conducted for angles of 30°, 

60" and 90" with each alloy. The adherend properties, obtained fiom the bilinear 

approximation to the uniaxial stress-shain curves reported in [38] are shown in Table 3.1. 

Young's modulus for this adhesive was reported to be 2.0 GPa [38]. 
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Data set II was obtained experimentally using three diiminum alloys (AA 1 100-0,3004- 

Hl9 and 1100-H16) as the flexible adherends, varying in thickness and yield characteristics. 

Uniaxial tension tests were carried out to determine the yield stress and strain hardening 

characteristics of the doys;  the results are shown in Figs. 10a to 10c. Table 3.2 contains the 

adherend properties fiom a biiinear fit to the stress-strain curves. The adhesive used was 

Hysol EA 9346, an unfilled single-part epoxy adhesive. Tension tests were conducted on 0.4 

mm thick cast specimens of the adhesive (Fig. 3.10d) giving a Young's modulus of about 2.5 

GPa. 

The flexible adherends were pretreated using the FPL etch (ASTM 2162) procedure, and 

the joints were cured according to the manufacturer's instructions. The peel tests were 

conducted at a rate of 5 mm per minute, for three peel angles (4S0, 90° and 135') for the 

AA1100-0 and AA1100-Hl6 alloys, and for two peel angles (45" and 90' ) for AA3004-Hl9 

alloy. Six to seven specimens, fiom different batches, were tested for each peel angle with the 

AA1100-0 and AA3004-Hl9 doys ,  and three to four specimens fiom two batches were used 

for each peel angle with the AA 1 100-Hl 6 alloy. 

3.7.2 Results and discussion 

Table 3.1 gives the results of an analysis of data set 1. The extemal energy was calculated 

using Eq. 3.2. The critical fiacture energy, Gc , was determined using Eq. 3.1 together with 

Eqs. 3.47-3.50, Eq. 3.22 and Eq. 3.25. The mode-ratio was obtained using Eqs. 3.57-3.58. A 

f~te-element analysis of these peel tests may be found in ref. [38]. Table 3.2 gives a 

correspondhg analysis of the data set II 

Effects ofpeel angle and adherend properties: It may be observed fiom both Tables 3.1 

and 3.2 that the extemal work increases greatly with increase in peel angle, as predicted by the 

mode1 for a given G, (Fig. 3.9). For a given peel angle and G,  , the numerical predictions 

showed that the plastic dissipation is very sensitive to the adherend thickness and yield stress 

(Fig. 3.6). It rnay be observed from Tables 3.1 and 3.2 that, for a given peel angle the external 

energy is very sensitive to the adherend properties. It was found from the numerical results 
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(see Fig. 3.6 and 3.7) that for medium to high-strength adhesives, such as the adhesives used 

in both data sets I and II, the effects of plastic dissipation may be kept relatively by employing 

a relatively thin adherend with low yield stress. Referring to Table 3.2, it may be noted that the 

AA1100-0 (which has a relatively low yield stress and thickness), with a 45O peel angle gave 

the lowest value of extemal energy compared to other combinations of alloy and peel angle. 

Table 3.1 Analysis o f  data set 1 

Criticalfiacture energy ( G, ): Table 3.1 gives the critical fracture energy detemined for 

data set 1. It is noted that for the relatively high yield strength aluminum alloy (AA 2024 - T3), 

the phase angle remains approximately constant wiîh increase in peel angle, and thus it is 

expected that G, should be largely independent of the peel angle. However, it is obsemed 

that G, for the 30" case is somewhat higher than the other two peel angles. This is possibly 

because the calculated fiachire energy includes the energy dissipation due to local adhesive 

plastic and visco-elastic eEects. The finite element analysis of the peel tests, carried out by 

Crocombe and Adams [38], showed that the adhesive plastic zone sizes are greater for lower 

peel angles. Therefore, the increased crack-tip dissipation for low peel angles may explain the 

higher fracture energy cdculated for low peel angles in the case of the AA2024-T3 ailoy. This 

is M e r  confirmed by the trends in the caiculated values of the average transverse or 
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thorough-thickness strain at the root, both in the adherend, efdh, and the adhesive, 

(Table 3.1). It may be observed that G, increases with the tninsverse strains; implying an 

increase in hcture energy due to enhanced plastic and visco-elastic effects in the vicinity of 

the crack tip. 

Table 3.2 Analysis of data set II 

For the lower yield strength alloy (BS 3L61), the predicted Cc is higher than that of the 

AA 2024-T3 alloy system, consistent with an appreciably higher overail phase angle, <p. The 

crack-tip dissipation effects may play a role as described above, as confïmed by the similar 

trends in G, , and the adhesive and adherend transverse strains (Table 3.1 ) . 

Given that the two alufninum alloys (AA.2024-T3 and BS 3L61) had the same 

pretreatrnent, and that the sarne adhesive was used to make the peel specimens of both the 

alloys, the fracture energy should be equal for the two systems at a particular phase angle, <p. 

The G,  values determined using the mode1 bear this out well, and the differences in the 
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estimates of Ge between the two deys can be explained by the mode of loading (Le., an 

overd  change in the phase angle) and the crack-tip dissipation effects. 

Table 3.2 gives the critical fiachire energy detennined for data set II. For AA1100-0 alloy, 

the phase angles do not change greatly with change in peel angle, and accordingly G, values 

are about the same for ail peel angles. For AA3004-H19, the phase angles for both peel angles 

remain about the same as that for AA 1 100-0; however, Ge for the 45 " case is appreciably 

higher than that for the 90" case. This may be again due to an increase in crack-tip dissipation 

effects as explained above, as revealed by the higher transverse strains at 45" angle compared 

to 90" (Table 3.2). 

For the relatively thick AA1100-Hl6 alloy, the phase angle is appreciably higher than for 

the other two alloys, and the fracture energy values are accordhgly higher. However, it should 

be noted that the adherend plastic dissipation is so hi& for this case (80 to 94% of the external 

energy) that the approximations used in the andysis may significantly affect the estimates of 

the fkacture energy. 



CHAPTER 4 Utrasonic Nondestructive 
Evaluation: Theoretical Aspects 

In this chapter, theoretical aspects of the characterization of the adhesive/adherend 

interfacial region using ultrasound are investigated. First, the plane wave reflection 

coefficients fiom the interfacial region, for both normal and oblique incidence, are studied 

using the spring model (Section 2.4.4.3). Next, a new angular spectnun approach is developed 

to model an O blique-incidence, focused wave measurement s y stem for the interfac i d  

characterization of adhesive joints [86, 871. Numerical simulation results are given for typical 

adhesive joints, using the spring model to describe the interfacial region. 

4.1 Plane-wave reflection coefficients of the interfacial region 

This section considers the plane-wave uitrasonic reflection coefficients (ratio of the 

amplitude of the reflected wave to that of the incident wave) of the adhesive/adherend 

interfacial region, which might be used as indicators of the interfacial strength. First, normally 

incident waves are considered. 

4.1.1 Normal incidence 

In the study of ultrasonic wave reflection fiom planar interfaces, the case of normally 

incident waves is the simplest to analyze since it deals with the one-dimensionai form of the 

wave equation [70]. It is of interest to derive expressions for the normal-incidence reflection 

coefficient of longitudinal and shear waves incorporating the spring boundary condition, 

given by : 

where oz, and w are the nomai stress and displacement respectively, a,, and u are the 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of a plane wave normaily incident at the interfacial regioo; 
'Lm represents longitudinal wave and 'S' represents shear wave. 

tangential stress and displacement respectively, and Kn and K, are the normal and tangential 

spring constants respectively. The subscnpts 1 and 2 represent the top and bottom ha-spaces 

respectively (Fig. 4.1). Seeking a plane harmonic wave solution to the one-dimensional form 

of the wave equation, the following expressions for the normal-incidence plane wave 

reflection coefficient of longitudinal ( R I [ )  and shear (R,) waves, respectively, may be 

derived [58]: 

Z,, + Z,, - i02, ,Z,,/K, 

where Z = pc is the specifïc acoustic impedance, p and c being the density and wave 

velocity, respectively, and CO is the circular fiequency. In Eq. 4.2, the subscripts Z and s 

denotes longitudinal and shear waves, respectively. 
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Table 4.1 Material properb'es used in the simulations 

Figure 4.2 reveals the essential features of the spring model. It shows the normal- 

incidence, shear-wave reflection coefficient (R,, ) fiom an duminurn-epoxy interface, plotted 

against fiequency for various values of the spring constant ranghg fiom a perfect bond 

(K t  -+ = ) to a complete debond (Kt  + O ). The matenal properties used in the calculations are 

given in Table 4.1. It is seen that for a given fkequency, the s p ~ g  model predicts a graduaily 

increasing reflection coefficient with a decrease in the spring constant. The refiection 

coefficient approaches the usual values of (Zz, - Zi,) / (Z,, t Z,,) for a perfect bond, and 

unity for a debond. For the two extreme cases of a perfect bond and a debond, the reflection 

coefficient is independent of frequency. It is observed that for intermediate values of the 

spring constant, the reflection coefficient shows a fiequency dependance. The normal 

longitudinal-wave reflection coefficient shows a similar behavior as the shear wave reflection 

, Free 1 

7 10 13 16 19 22 25 
Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 4.2: Normal-incidence shear-wave reflectioa coefficient spectra for various values of 
the taagential spring constant, K, 
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Figure 4.3: Normal-incidence reflection coeficient versus spring constant; (a) shear wave, 
(b) longitudinal wave. 

coefficients. In principle, the normal and tangentid spring constants may be determined by 

mesuring the plane wave reflection coefficient spectra of normally incident Longitudinal and 

shear waves, respectively. 

Figure 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) gives the normal-incidence shear and longitudinal reflection 

coefficient at 15 MHz plotted against the relevant spring constant. The reflection coefficient 

decreases fkom unity, corresponding to a fiee bond, and approaches a limiting value, 

corresponding to a perfect bond. In practice, the measurement of the reflection coefficient, R , 

can be used to determine the spring constant, K,  if they fa11 in the range where R changes 

with K. By comparing Fig. 4.3(a) and 4.3(b), it may be observed that the increase in R,  with 

a change in Kt is greater than the increase in Rll with a proportional change in K, , especially 

for small changes in the spring constants fiom the limiting case of a perfect bond. Therefore, 

generaliy speaking, it may be said that shear waves are more sensitive to interfacial properties. 

This is expected on physical grounds, since shear waves have shorter wavelengths than 

longitudinal waves. 
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of the oblique-incidence, shear wave reflection from the 
interfacial region. 

4.1.2 Oblique incidence 

In practice, normal-incidence shear wave inspection of the interfacial region is difncult to 

perform reliably due to the variabilities associated with coupling. On the other hand, verticaily 

polarized, oblique shear waves may be readily generated within the adherend by mode- 

conversion of oblique longitudinal waves at the adherend top surface. The andysis of the 

reflection of obliquely incident plane waves fiom the adhesive/adherend interfacial region 

(Fig. 4.4) is relatively complicated because of mode-conversion, and the involvement of both 

the nomial and the tangential s p ~ g  constants simultaneously. The solution rnay be achieved 

by the wave-potentid theory (Section 2.4.4), and the following relations may be derived for 

the reflection and transmission coefficients of incident longitudinal and shear waves 

respectively (Appendix B): 

EQI 

where R and D are the reflection and transmission coefficients of the interfacial region, 

respectively, and the subscripts 1 and s represent longitudinal and shear waves, respectively. 
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Figure 4.5: Oblique shear reflection coefficient versus angle of incidence for 
various values of the spring constank The ratio of normal to tangential spring 
constant, KJK, is f ïed  at 4. 

The elernents of Q and q ,  which are given in Appendix B, depend on the bulk material 

properties, the spring constants, and the ultrasonic parameters such as fiequency and incident 

angle. 

The oblique incident reflection coefficient shows the spectral properties described earlier 

for the normai-incidence case. An important feature of oblique incidence is the angular 

dependance of the plane wave reflection coefficients [59], which is due to the energy partition 

associated with reflection, rehction and mode-conversion at the interface. Figure 4.4 gives 

the angular characteristics of the shear-to-shear reflection coefficient (Rss),  for various 

values of the spring constants ranging fiom a perfect bond (K, = K, + a) to a debond 

(K, = Kt + O). For the intermediate values of the spring constants, it has been assumed that 

K J K ,  5 4 ,  based on normal incidence longitudinal and shear wave measurements on a 

fieshly prepared adhesive joint. The fiequency is 15 MHz, and the matenal properties used in 

the calculations are given in Table 4.1. It is observed fiorn Fig. 4.5 that the angular response of 

Rss is quite sensitive to change in spring constants. The incident angle most sensitive to 
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change in the spring constants is about 30°, which represents a critical angle at which the 

reflected longitudinsil wave (Fig. 4.4) becomes an inhomogeneous plane wave pardel to the 

interface. 

4.2 Oblique-incidence, focused wave measurement system 

The plane-wave theory of ultrasonic reflection fiom the interfacial region assumes a 

transducer with uifinite diameter; however in practice measurements m u t  be carried out 

using finite-sized transducers. There is a need to account for the dif'hction of the wave field 

caused by the finite size of the transmitter. Also, the ulûasonic mode1 should account for the 

effects of the receiver characteristics on the measured signal. 

Most commercial uitrasonic tramducers in the high frequency range (> 15 MHz) are 

manufactured with a focussing lens. Focused tramducers generate ultrasonic waves at a 

relatively wide range of angles simultaneously; it may be recalled that the sensitivity of the 

reflection coefficients to the spring constants is strongly angular dependant (Fig. 4.5). In this 

section, a theoretical W e w o r k  for an oblique-incidence, focused uitrasonic measurement 

system for the interfaciai characterization of adhesive joints is developed. 

4.2.1 Measorement system 

Figure 4.6 shows the schematic of a focused wave measurement system for oblique 

incidence inspection of the adhesiveladherend interfacal region. A focused source located in 

the coupling medium (water) launches waves over a wide range of angles depending on its 

aperture and focal length. These waves produce both longitudinal and shear waves over a 

range of angles inside the adherend by refiaction~mode-conversion at the top surface of the 

adherend; these waves in hnn are reflected at the interfacial region (Fig. 4.6b), thereby 

carrying information regardhg the interfacial properties. 

For a symmetrically placed, transmitter-receiver pair shown in Fig. 4.6, the signal at the 

receiver depends on the distance of the probe pair with respect to the specimen surface (L, in 

Fig. 4.6). As the transmitrer-receiver pair is moved towards the specimen fiom a fiont-wall 

focused position (L, = Fcosû where F is the focal length and 8 is the nominal incident 
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Figure 4.6: Oblique incidence, focused ultrasonic rneasurement system; (a) Front-wall focused 
configuration, (b) A configuration where the probe-pair is moved down to receive interfacial 
reflections. 

angle), the various wave types reflected fiom the interfacial region are received successively. 

The three primary types of reflection fiom the interfacial region are referred to as SS, LS+SL 

and LL, where S denotes shear waves and L denotes longitudinal waves. It should be noted 

that each of the reflected wave types contains a range of angular components due to the use of 

a focused system. It is of interest develop a model to predict the signai correspondhg to a 

specified type of reflection, as a function of the vertical distance, L, of the probe pair fiom the 

specimen, and fiequency, o. 

4.2.2 Anguiar spectrum model for the measurement system 

The angular spectnim or the plane wave decomposition method (Section 2.4.4.2) is a 

powerful tool to model radiation fiom a finite source [71,88]. The present work developed an 

angular spectnim approach to model the measurement system shown in Fig. 4.6. 
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4.2.2.1 Emitted field 

emitter, the receiver and the specimen, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.6a The uitrasonic 

waves generated by the focused transducer can be described by a scalar potential, @, , which 

may be expressed as a superposition of plane waves by the following Fourier integral, in the 

emitter CO-ordinates: 

where A, (ce, 6,  CO) is the angular spectnim of plane waves (Le. the amplitude distribution of 

the various plane wave or angular components), kW is the wave number in water (the coupling 

medium), and {Se 4, ae) is the wave vector. The angular spectnim may be obtained by the 

inverse Fourier transfomi of Eq. 4.4 at the plane ze = 0 : 

where 6, (x,, y, O) is the excitation at the source. Tu mode1 a focused source, the 

(4.51 

thin lens 

approximation [71] is employed, by which the focused source is replaced by a plane source 

with appropnate phase tem to account for focussing. The field at the source may then be 

written as: 

where P, (x,, y) is the pupil or aperture function of the trammitter, and Fe is the focal length 

of the emitter in water. In the present work, the aperture hc t ion  is assumed to be unifonn 
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across the transducer aperture and zero outside. Using Eq. 4.6, the angular spectrurn of the 

emitter (Eq. 4.5) may be readily evahated, and the field emitted by the trammitter may be 

calculated by Eq. 4.4. 

4.2 -2.2 Reflected field 

The multi-layered adhesive joint is insonified by the emitted wave field represented by Eq. 

4.4 (see Fig. 4.6). To calculate the reflected field, it is convenient to work in the specimen 

coordinates, xyz. The following transformation equations fiom the emitter to the specimen 

coordinates may be obtained: 

Transfomiing Eq. 4.4 by using Eq. 4.7-4.8, the wave field incident on the adhesive joint 

may be re-written, in the specimen CO-ordinates, as: 

(acos 8 + 6 sin 0) 
N 44 

To obtain the reflected field, each angular or plane wave component of the incident field 

(Eq. 4.9) is multiplied by the corresponding plane wave reflection coefficient fiom the multi- 

layered structure (Section 2.4.4); the expression is then integrated over al1 5 and c .  The 

resulting field is a combination of dl the possible reflected waves, including multiple 

reflections, within each of the layers Uivolved. 

There are two disadvantages to the multi-layered approach. First, the calculation of the 

plane wave reflection coefficient fiom the layered structure poses some numerical challenges 

(Section 2.4.4). The tramfer matrix algorithm becomes unstable for typical combinations of 

adherend thickness and fiequency range of interest. Therefore, computationally expensive 
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global matrix methods [67l must be used for the calcdation of the plane wave reflection 

coefficient fiom the multi-layered structure. 

Second, only the reflectiom nom the upper interface (Fig. 4.6b) are of interest for the 

interfacial characterization of adhesive joints. If the mdti-layered approach is used to 

calculate the entire reflection spectrum, the extraction of the spectrum due to a specific echo 

reflected fkom the top interfacial region is tedious: an inverse temporal Fourier transform must 

be performed on the entire (muiti-layered) reflected spectrum. The echo of interest may then 

be singled out in the time domain and a forward temporal Fourier transforrn must then be 

perfonned on the specific echo to obtain its fiequency spectrum. 

To overcome the above drawbacks, a new formulation, termed the resolved approach, is 

now presented that concentrates on a specifk wave type as it travels through the joint. Each of 

the plane wave components of a specifïed wave type, Say the SS reflection, is weighted by the 

appropnate reflection and trammission coefficients as it crosses various interfaces. In 

addition, each plane wave component has an associated phase due to travel within the top 

adherend before re-emerging back into the coupling medium. Incorporating these ideas into 

Eq. 4.9, the following expression has been newly derived for the potential associated with 

each of the three primary reflected waves: 

(4. IO) 

where mn denotes Il, 1s and ss, correspondhg to the three primary reflections, LL, LStSL, and 

SS, respectively. The function Tm, is dehed  by, for the SS case 
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for the LS+SL case, 

and for the LL case, 

In Eqs. 4.10-4.13, the exponentiais correspond to the 

adherend, a, is the vertical wave number of longitudinal 

phase terms due to travel in the 

wave in the adherend, P, is the 

# 

vertical wave number of shear wave in the adherend, h is the adherend thickness, T and T 

represent the transmission coefficients at the water-aluminum and duminurn-water interfaces, 

respectively (Appendiu B), and R represents the oblique-incidence plane-wave reflection 

coefficient at the interfacial region (Section 4.1.2), which carries the information regarding 

the integrity of the interfacial region. 

The field due to any combination of the three types of reflection or multiple reflections 

may be found by simple superposition. The present approach involves the calculation of the 

plane wave reflection and trammission coefficients at various interfaces, which are 

numerically weil behaved and amenable to very fast cornputation. In addition, the fiequency 

domain representation of any specific wave type, or a combination of the wave types may be 

calculated direc tly. 

The multi-Iayered mode1 is the best choice if the spectrum due to al1 the wave modes, 

including multiple reflections, is sought. In this case, the fiiaction r in Eq. 4.10 is the plane 

wave reflection spectnim of the multi-Iayered structure. 

4.2.2.3 Signal spectrurn at the receiver 

In order to predict the signal captured by the receiver, the effect of the receiver 
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characteristics on the signal must be modelled. The receiver voltage may be found by 

integrating the refiected wave potential (Eq. 4.10) over the receiver aperture, after multiplying 

by the appropriate phase transformation term in accordance with the thin lem mode1 for 

focused receivea. The signai at the receiver is given by, in the receiver coordinates: 

where Pr (x,, y) is the aperture funciion for the receiver, Fr is the focal Iength of the receiver 

in water. The final expression for the signal, in the specimen CO-ordinates, may be obtained 

by substituting Eq. 4.10 into Eq. 4.14, yielding: 

where A, is the angular spectm of the receiver. For two identical transducers positioned 

symmetncally, the angular spectnims A, and A, are identical. For a cyhdrically focused 

systern, the two-dimensional version of the above should be employed, Le.: 

Smn (Lh, -Lv, O) = Ac ( ~ C O S B  - asin0, a) Ar (5 cos 0-mine, o) 

In experimental work, the signal spectnim of interest is cornmody normalized with 
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respect to a reference spectnim in order to de-convolve the inherent fiequency response of the 

tramducers. The obvious choice for the nomaikation spectrum is the front-wall signai (Fig. 

4.6a), since it is independent of the adhesive/adherend interfacial properties and c m  be readily 

measured for the same specimen on which the interfacial echoes are measured. Since the 

front-wail signal and the interfacial signals undergo different amounts of difthction, it is 

important to calculate the normalized theoretical spectnim, S,,/S' , when comparing theory 

and experiments, where SI, is the spectnim of the fkont-wdl signal, given by: 

(acos 0 + 6 sin 9) 
Rlw (5 ,   ex^ 12i [CLh + aLvl 1 a dSdC 

(4.1 7) 

where Rb is the plane-wave reflection coefficient at the fiont waii. 

4.2.2.5 domain echoes 

If the t h e  domain echoes, Sm, (Lh7 -Lv, t )  , were to be calculated, the signal spectnim 

(Eq. 4.15) may be multiplied by the measured fiequency response of the probe-pair, H (a) , 

and then an inverse temporal Fourier transfonn may be performed: 

The fiequency dependant attenuation in the propagating media may influence the 

measured signals appreciably. In the present case, the interfacial echoes travel in water and the 

metallic adherend. The attenuation within the adherend may be safely neglected because of 

the relatively low attenuation in metals, and the smaller travel path. However, the attenuation 

in the water can be substantial, especiaily at higher fiequencies, since the water path is 
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relatively long. A simple method to account for the attenuation is to make the wave number 

complex [69]: 

where k, = o h ,  c being the wave velocity in the propagation medium, and ki is the 

attenuation coefficient in the medium in Nepers per meter. The attenuation coefficient in water 

as a hct ion of fiequency,f; and temperature, T, is well known [89], and is given by: 

4-23 Numerical implementation 

The calculation of the signal spectnim is numencaily intensive, although the present 

formulation of the problem resulted in significant numerical advantages compared to the 

conventionai multi-layered approach. The major step in the numerical implementation is the 

calculation of the angular spectnun (Eq. 4.6) for each fiequency. Spherically focused systems 

require the evaluation of double integrals (three dimensional problem), which is numerically 

demanding. Spatial Fast Fourier TraflSforms (Fm are the best way to calculate the angular 

spectrums in such a situation. In the two-dimensional case (cylindricaiIy focused tramducers), 

the calculation of the angular spectrum involves the evaiuation of a single integral, and 

standard numencal integration procedures are quite sunicient . Additionai simplification is 

achieved if the trammitter and the receiver have identical charactenstics, in which case only 

one angular spectnim needs to be evaluated. 

Calculation of the function G (Eq. 4.11-4.13) is numericaily straightforward. The final 

step is to evaluate the integral Eq. 4.15 for each fiequency and L, which involves a double 

integration for a spherically focused system or a single integration for a cylindrically focused 

system. Again, a spatiai FFT' algorithm is preferred for 3-D problems, while numerical 

integration procedures are satisfactory for 2-D problems. A Matlab code was written to 

implement the numerical solution scheme for a cylhdncally focused system. 
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4.2.4 Numerical simuIations 

In this section, a theoretical simulation of the response of the focused wave rneasurement 

system from a typical adhesive joint is given. The trarmnitter and the receiver are assumed to 

have identical characteristics with a cylindrical focus. The material properties used are given 

in Table 4.1, and the thickness of the aluminum was 1 -6 mm, typical of diiminum sheets used 

in the aerospace industry. The wave velocity and attenuation of water were determined from 

the temperature [89], which was assumed to be 23" C . 

4.2 -4.1 Cornparison of resolved and multi-layered approaches 

In this subsection, the new resolved formulation for predicting the interfacial signals 

received by the system is compared with the conventional multi-layered approach. For this 

purpose, a nominal incident angle of 16" and an aperture angle of 24" were chosen. 

Although the nominal incident angle of the transmitter is greater than the first critical angle of 

the water-a1-m interface (14"), both longitudinal and shear waves will be generated 

inside the adherend because of the relatively large aperture angle. 

Figure 4.7a and 4.7b show the predicted time domain signds fiom the joint, using Eq. 4.15 

dong with Eq. 4.17, for the resolved and multi-layered, respectively. These signals 

correspond to the case where the shear wave is focused (d = 4.5 mm, where 

d = Fcosû - L,, is the distance by which the probe-pair is moved downwards to the 

specimen fiom a front-wall focused position, see Fig. 4.6) at the interfacial region. For case 

(a), the superposition principle was employed to calculate the combined spectrum of the three 

primary back-wall wave types: SS, LS+SL and LL (Eq. 4.1 1-4.13). For case (b), the reflection 

spectrum of the entire plate was calculated using the global ma& approach (Section 2.4.4). 

By comparing the three pairs of primary interfacial echoes (LL, LS+SL and SS) in Fig. 

4.7a and 4 3 ,  it may be observed that there is excellent agreement between the resolved and 

the multi-layered approaches. The computational time for case (a) was less than 10% of that 

for case (b). If only one of the echoes, such as SS, is required, as is the case in most practical 

applications, the computational effort for the resolved formulation is M e r  reduced. 
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Figure 4.7: Predicted time domain echoes when the shear-shear (SS) reflection is focused at the 
iaterfacial region, using, (a) the new resolved approach, and (b) the conventional multi- 
Iayered approach. A perfect interface was assumed in the calculations. 
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1.2.4.2 Focused-beam interaction with the interfacial region 

As the transducer-pair is moved towards the specimen fkom the fiont-waii focused 

position, the fist echo to be focused at the interfacial region is the shear-shear (SS) echo, 

because of the lower velocity of the shear waves as compared to longitudinal waves, followed 

by the LS+SL echo and then the LL echo. It may be recalled that the SS reflection is the most 

suitable type for the inspection of the interfacial region. In this subsection, the shear-shear 

reflection fkom the adhesiveladherend interfacial region received by the focused wave 

measurement system is analyzed, using the spring mode1 to describe the interfacial region. 

It is preferred to have the nominal incident angle of the trammitter in water above the fxst 

cntical angle, Bo, ( 1 4 O  for water-aluminum interface) of the fiont-wail of the adherend. This 

is because, (i) the mode-conversion of the longitudinal wave in water into a shear wave in the 

aluminurn is very efficient at angles greater than O,, , and, (ii) at angles above O,, only shear 

waves are generated inside the adherend, thereby simplifying echo identification. A nominal 

incident angle in water of 18 O ,  and an aperture angle of 12" were chosen for the simulation. 

Figures 4.8a and 4.8b give the magnitude spectnim of the SS reflection fkom the 

interfacial region for various values of the spring constants at two positions of the probe-pair 

relative to the specimen; namely, where the shear wave is focused (d = 4.5 mm) and a de- 

focused position (d = 6.0 mm). The fiequency range was chosen to reflect practical situations. 

The results are shown for s p ~ g  constants ranging nom a perfect bond (K, = Kt + -) to a 

debond (K, = Kt -+ O). For the intermediate values of the spring constants, it has been 

assumed that &/Kt = 4, based on measurements on a fiesh bond. 

It is observed fiom Fig. 4.8 that under the de-focused condition (d = 6.0 mm), the 

fkequency spectnim shows an interference pattern. This phenornenon may be explained by the 

interaction of the various angular components of the focused beam. For a given pro be-pair and 

materiai properties, the signal amplitude depends on the relative phases of the angular 

components. The phase depends on the fiequency and the time of flight of the angular 

components (in other words the path lengths of the angular components, determined by the 
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Figure 4.8: Normalized amplitude spectra of shear-shear (SS) reflection from the interfacial 
region for various vaiues of the spring constants, at, (a) focused position, d = 4.5 mm, (b) de- 
focused position, d = 6.0 mm. It has been assurned that the ratio, K,K, is f i ed  at 4.0. 

relative distance of the probe-pair with respect to a given specimen; Fig. 4.6). When the 

displacement d (Fig. 4.6) is such that the phases of the various angular components are 

approximately equal, the amplitudes of the angular components add constructively for al1 

fiequencies, and the interaction of the angular components is largely independent of 
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kequency. The signal attains maximum strength at this position; this situation was found to 

occur at about d = 4.5 mm for the present case. However, when d is such that the path 

length differences, and hence the relative phases, of the angular components are substantiai, 

the interaction of the angular components becomes fkequency dependent. This gives rise to an 

interference pattern in the magnitude spectnim of the signal (Fig. 4.8b). 

It is observed Eom Fig. 4.8 that the sensitivity of the shear waves to the spring constants 

(Le. change in amplitude with change in the spring constants) generaily increases under the 

de-focused condition (Fig. 4.8b) cornpared to the focused position (Fig. 4.8a), especially for 

relatively s m d  values of the spring constants. This increased sensitivity may be explained by 

the interaction of the angular components of the focused beam depending on d. explained 

above. 

4.2.4.3 Sensitivity to adhesive and adherend properties 

It should be emphasized that the interfacial characterization of adhesive joints involves the 

detection of rather subtle changes in a thin region embedded between the adhesive and the 

adherend. The inspection of the interfacial region must be performed via the top adherend; 

hence even small changes in the adherend properties rnay significantly alter the amplitude 

spectrum of waves reflected fiom the interfacial region. The amplitude s p e c m  depends to 

some extent on adhesive properties as weli. It may be recalled (Section 2.2.2) that, as a result 

of environmental degradation, the bulk adhesive rnay undergo changes, in addition to the 

interfaciai region. 

The sensitivity of the SS reflection to typical pertubations in the buik adhesive properties 

is assessed in Fig. 4.9, which shows the change in the amplitude spectmm at the focused 

condition when the bulk adhesive longitudinal wave velocity increased by 10%. It was 

assumed that the interface is a perfect bond. The amplitude is observed to &op as a result of 

increased velocity. Such changes in the amplitude spectnim cm not be ignored when smdl 

changes in the spring constants are being evaluated (Fig. 4.8). Similar results were obtained 

for the de-focused position, except that the dips in the amplitude spectmn show relatively 

higher sensitivity to adhesive properties. 
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Figures 4.1 0a and 4.1 Ob give the change in the amplitude spectnun when the adherend 

shear wave velocity was uicreased by 1% for the focused and de-focused cases respectively. 

For the focused position (Fig. 4.10a), the spectrum is practically insensitive to adherend 

properties at low fiequemies, while at high fiequencies, the spectrum does show a slight 

change. Under the de-focused condition (Fig. 4. lob), the amplitude spectnim is observed to 

undergo substantial changes, especially the position of the peaks and dips. Therefore, in 

practice, the fociised position is preferable for the interfacial charactexïzation, aithough it 

shows smaller sensitivity to the spring constants cornpared to the de-focused position (Fig. 

4.8). 

7 10 13 16 19 22 25 
Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 4.9: Effect of a IO% change in the adhesive longitudinal wave velocity 
an the amplitude spectrum of SS reflection at focused position. 
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Figure 4.10: Effect of a 1% change in the adherend shear wave velocity on the amplitude 
spectrum of the SS refiection, at (a) focused position (d = 4.5 mm) and (b) De-focused 
position (d = 6.0 mm). 



CHAPTER 5 E-mental Methoch 

This chapter gives the various experimental methods employed in this work. First, an 

open-faced specimen geometry for durability experiments is întroduced, followed by the 

details of the specimen preparation. The peel test procedure for the new specimen geometry is 

given next. Methods for measuring the nomal-incidence, longitudinal and shear wave 

reflection coefficients fiom the adhesive/adherend interfaciai region are descnbed. Finally, the 

design and construction of a novel oblique incidence, cylindrically focused transducer for the 

inspection of the adhesive/adherend interfacial region is given LW]. 

5.1 Durability experiments 

5.1.1 The open-faced specimen 

It may be recalled (Section 2.2.2), that the existing specimen geometry is inadequate to 

study the time-dependant degradation of stnicturaI adhesive joints corresponding to a specific 

exposure condition. In order to overcorne the drawbacks of the traditionai geometry (Fig. 

5.1 a), an open-faced specimen (Fig. 5. l b) is proposed. In an open-faced joint, the adhesive is 

bonded to only one adherend, leaving the other face exposed. Since the adhesive thickness 

Figure 5.1: Schematic of moisture 
and (b) the open-faced geometry. 

(b) 

diffusion into, (a) the traditional geometry, 



offers a much shorter water diasion path, the tirne for water uptake is greatiy decreased in 

the case of the open-faced joint, and equitibrium with a controlled environment cm be 

achieved in a relatively short t h e .  An added advantage of the open-faced specimen is that it 

allows wet (as conditioned) and &y (after drying out the absorbed water) testing of joint 

sîrength. 

5.1.2 Materiais and specimen preparation 

5.1.2-1 Materials 

It may be recded that the plastic dissipation effects are kept s m d  in the peel test if the 

adherend material is of relatively low yield strength and thickness (Chapter 3). For this 

reason, the AAllOO series, which has a relatively low yield strength, was chosen as the 

aluminum ailoy for the present work The thin adherend has the added advantage that the peel 

failure path is close to the interfacial region, making it suitable for interfacial characterization. 

Peel specimens were made using 0.12 mm thick AA1100-0 alloy (yield strength of about 

50 MPa) as the flexible adherend. The aluminum thickness for the ultrasonic specimens was 

1.6 mm (Fig. 5.2b); typical of aerospace applications. For adherends much thinoer than 1.6 

mm, prohibitively high frequencies (> 25 MHz central fiequency) wouid be required to 

resolve the intelfacial signals from the fiont-wail signal. The aluminium alioy chosen for 

ulhaso~& experiments was AA 1 1 00-HM, which daers  fiom AA 1 100-0 only in the temper. 

Two commercial adhesives, representing two Merent classes of epoxy adhesive, were 

studied; Pemabond E04 epoxy adhesive, which is a two-part, room temperature-curùig 

system, and Hysol EA9346 epoxy adhesive, which is a one-part heat-curing system. 

Figure 59: Schematic of the specimens for, (a) peel tests, @) ultrasonic tests, 
and, (c) tensile tests and moistare diffiuion sîudies 



5.1.2.2 Specimen preparation 

The adherend surface preparation (pretreatment) for both the peel and ultrasonic 

specimens was the Forest Products Laboratory (FPL) etch procedure (ASTM D-265 l), which 

produces a very thin oxide Iayer (< 100 nm) on the adherend surface. 

Open-faced peel specimens (Fig. 5.2a) were prepared using pretreated flexible adherends 

(0.12 mm thick, AAll00-0 alloy) of sue, 100 mm by 80 mm. The adhesive was applied to 

the adherend, and the uncured joint was clarnped between Teflon-coated, 12.7 mm thick steel 

plates. Teflon shims were used to control the adhesive thickness at 0.6020.05 mm. The 

Permabond E04 adhesive was cured at room temperame (25OC) for at least 24 hours. The 

Hysol EA9346 was cured for 90 minutes in an oven preheated to 120°C, ensuring that the 

bondline was at 120°C for at least one hour. The specimens were then allowed to cool to 

room temperature. The open-faced ultrasonic specimens (Fig. 5.2b) were prepared in an 

identical manner using the 1.6 mm thick AA 1 1 00-H 14 aluminum dloy. 

Cast bulk adhesive specimens (Fig. 5.2~) for tensile tests and moisture diaision studies 

were prepared by curing the adhesive between two Tefion-coated steel plates. Teflon shims 

were used to control the thickness of the cast specimens at O . 6 O f  0.05 mm. 

5.1.3 Aging: wet and dry specimens 

The open-faced peel and ultrasonic specimens were irnmersed in de-ionized water at 

67 + 3 O C , and periodically removed in order to investigate various levels of degradation. An 

important aspect of the present work was to investigate the wef (as conditioned) and dry (afier 

drying out the absorbed water) tests in order to distinguish between the reversible and 

permanent effects of water on the joint. The specimens for dry testing were kept under 

vacuum at 70°C for 3 days after rernoval fiom the water, in order to dry out the absorbed 

water. 

The cast adhesive specimens for the tensile tests were subjected to the same environment 

at 67 + 3OC, and tested for various levels of exposure for both the dry and wet cases. Water 

diaision studies were also conducted by measurkg the mass uptake of water by the cast 
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adhesive specimens as a hction of duration of immersion in water at 67 f 3 C . 

5.2 Destructive testing 

5.2.1 Peei tests 

In order to facilitate the peel testing of the open-faced specimens after degradation, the 

exposed face of the adheçive was bonded to a 1.6 mm thick, rigid plate by means of the room 

temperature-curing, Permabond E04 adhesive (Fig. 5.3). The secondary bondline thickness 

was kept to less than 0.1 mm. It should be mentioned that the use of thin adherend (0.12 mm 

thick) ensured that the secondary bond had practically no effect on the measured peel force. 

The open adhesive faces of the specimens that were selected for wet testing were 

secondary-bonded immediately after removai fiom the water bath. Similar secondary bonding 

was done on the dry specimens, after drying out the absorbed water. The final step was to cut 

these wet and dry specimens into s ~ p s ,  at least 15 mm wide, for peel testing. 

Figure 5.4 shows the test apparatus for peel testing at an angle of 45" . The peel specimen 

was clamped on the 45" angle block, and the flexible adherend was held using a fiction gnp. 

The grip was comected to a long (about 60 cm) flexible steel wire, which was attached to the 

crosshead of an Instron-1000 machine at the other end. The long steel cable ensured that the 

peel angle was kept to 45&3O when the flexible adherend was peeled from the adhesive. 

The peel testing was conducted at a rate of 5 mm per minute, and the flexible adherend 

was peeled ~ o r n  the adhesive for a length of at least 50 mm. The peel force data was collected 

exible adherend 
(AA 1 1 00-0 dey) P 

- primary (degraded) 
secondary bon< rigid plate adhesive 
(E04 adhésive) 

I I 

Figure 5.3: Secondary bonding of the open-faced peel specimen 



Steel wire (0.6 m long) 
to cross-head 

I Angle block I 
Figure 5.4: PeeI test appara tus 

by a cornputerized data acquisition system as the flexible strip was peeled. The final result 

was in the fom of the peel force vs. the cross-head movement (the peel trace). Figure 5.5 

shows a typical peel trace fiom a fiesh, Permabond E-04 adhesive joint, after the peel force 

had reached a steady value. The slight increase in peel force is due the slight change in the 

peel angle (within 3") as a fhnction of the cross-head movement. The peel force is usually 

expressed as the average value of the peel trace per unit width of the specirnen. 

5.2.2 Failure surface analysis 

The peel failure surfaces of f?esh and degraded specimens were analyzed using the 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) operating in the secondary electron (SE) mode, to 

study the effects of water on the interfacial regions of the joint. In addition, elemental analysis 

of the surfaces was carried out using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). 

5.2.3 Tensile tests 

It was described in Chapter 2 (section 2.2.2) that the adhesive may undergo reversible or 

permanent changes as a result of water absorption. In order to assess the effect of water on the 

Young's modulus of the adhesive, tensile tests were conducted on fiesh and degraded (wet and 

dry) cast adhesive specimens (Fig. 5.2~). The tensile tests were performed at the same rate as 
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crosshead movernent (mm) 

Figure 5.5: TypicaI peel trace for a fresh specimen 

the peel tests, Le., 5 mm per minute. 

5.3 Ultrasonic experiments 

5.3.1 Normal-incidence shear reflection coefficient 

The measurement of the normal incidence shear wave reflection coefficient fiom the 

interfacial region is a relatively difficult task, since a contact method should be used to couple 

the ultrasound to the sample. Amplitude measurement using a contact method, with the 

transducer placed directly on the sample, is unreliable, especially for detecting the subtle 

changes in the reflection coefficient associated with the environmental degradation of 

adhesive joints. In this section, a new reliable method for the measurement of the plane, shear 

wave reflection coefficient fiom the adhesiveladherend interfacial region is described. 

5.3.1.1 Principle 

The method is based on the use of a buffer rod (or delay line) between the specirnen and 

the transducer (Fig. 5.6a) [go]. Two echoes, one each fiom the fiont-wali and the back-wall of 

the adherend were measured, and the back-wall echo was nomalized to the fiont-wall echo. 

This normalization procedure is the key to achieving reliable measurements. Most of the 
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Figure 5.6: Measurement of the plane wave reflection coefficient of normal shear 
waves: configuration for (a) open-faced specirnen, and (b) free plate 

variabilities in contact measurements are due to the fact that the electro-mechanical eficiency 

of the transducer is very sensitive to coupling. Since, both the fiont and back-waii echoes go 

through the interface between the probe and the buffer rod, the variabilities associated with 

the transducer coupling are cancelled in the nomdization process. Referring to Fig. 56a, the 

following expressions may be derived for the fiont and back-wall signals: 

where H is the traosducer excitation, R I  , R2 and R ,  are the reflection coefficients at the 

tramducer-baer rod interface, b a e r  rod-specimen interface, and the back-wall (interfacial 

region) of the adherend respectively, XI and X2 are terrns which account for =action and 

attenuation in the b d e r  rod, and the bufTer rodladherend combination, respectively. The 

normalization of the back-wall echo with respect to the front-wall echo gives: 

where 



Figure 5.7: Experimental set-up for the measurement of plane-wave 
reflection coefficient of normal shear waves 

-' 

It is obvious fiom Eq. 5.3 that for determining R,, , the fiinction Nf is required. In order to 

evaluate Nf, a similar set of measurements were performed on a f?ee plate (Fig. 5.6b), which 

was identical to the adherend in the open-faced specimen. The free plate has a reflection 

coefficient, R,, , of unity at the back-wdi, and hence Nf is directly obtained (Eq. 5.3) by the 

normalization of the back-waU signal with the front-wall signal for the fiee plate. This 

assumes that the buEer rod-specimen reflection coefficient ( R2) is the same in both the open- 
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faced specimen and the fiee plate rneasurements. It will be shown in the next section that this 

can be achieved in practice by caref'ul measurements. 

clamping device 
rn 

Figure 5.7 shows the schematic of the experimental implementation of the method 

described in the previous section. The most important requirement is to obtain a repeatable 

contact between the b&er rod (3 mm thick plexi-glass dix) and the specimen. This was 

achieved by using Salol (phenyl salicylate) to temporarily bond the buffer rod to the specimen 

- 
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[90]. Salol is a c r y d i n e  materiai with a melting point of 42" C, which solidifies on cooling 

to room temperature. The Salol was first melted between the b&er rod and the specimen, and 

between th5 probe and the bufFer rod, which were then held together with the transducer using 

a clamphg device (Fig. 5.7). M e r  the device was cooled to the room temperature, the liquid 

Salol layers were solidified by seeding them with a tiny Salol crystallite. The resulting 

bonding layer were venfed to be repeatedly less than 5 prn thick. 

The tninsducer used in the measurements was a contact shear probe with a diameter of 6.3 

mm (Krautkraemer: 2914847). It was excited by a hi& fiequency pulser (Panametrics 5601A/ 

ST) which generated a short pulse with a central frequency of 15 MHz, and a bandwidth (6 

dB) of 7 - 22 MHz. The reflected pulses (1 and 4 Fig. 5.6) were received and amplified, sent 

to a digitking oscilloscope (IIP 54503a), and then to a cornputer for signal processing. Fast 

fourier transform algorithm was used to trmsform the echoes to the fiequency domain before 

processing them using Eq. 53-54. 

The repeatability of experhental procedure was assessed by measurïng the fiinction 

Hf(a) (Eq. 5.4) for a 1.6 mm thick, aluminum f?ee-plate. The repeatability of the spectnim 

was found to within 1.5%. 

5.3.2 Normal-incidence longitudinal reflection coefficient 

The measurernent of the plane-wave reflection coefficient of normally incident 

longitudinal waves is a relatively easy task since water can be readily used as the coupling 

medium. The principle of measurement is the same as that of the shear waves except that 

water column acted as the b e e r  rod (Fig. 5.8). Fust, the echo fiom the interfacial region of 

the open-faced joint was normalized with respect to the fiont-wdl echo (Fig. Ha) .  In order to 

mesure the plane wave reflection coefficients, the wave diffraction and attenuation effects 

must be eliminated f?om the normaiized signal of the open-faced specimen. This was done by 

the free-plate measurement shown in Fig. 5.8b7 as in the case of shear waves. 
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Figure 5.8: Measurement of the plane-wave renection coefficient of normal longitudinal waves; 
(a) open-faced joint, (b) freeplate. 

The data acquisition system was the same as that for the shear waves (Fig. 5.7). Accurate 

positioning of the transducer was very important to achieve repeatable results. This was done 

by using a tilt table to precisely align the transducer normal to the sample surface, and a 

micrometer for vertical movement. 

As in the case of shear waves, the plane-wave reflection coefficient of normal-incidence 

longitudinal waves, RI[ ,  may be obtained fiom; 

where RI, is the known reflection coefficient at the aluminum-water interface. The signals 

were processed in the fiequency domain using an FFT algorithm. 

5.3.3 Oblique incidence measurements 

5.3.3.1 Transducer design and constmction 

A novel transducer for oblique-incidence measurements was developed in the present 

work. The transducer was made out of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), a poiymer 

piezoelectric matenai which has become widely popdar [91, 921. The PVDF film used was 
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/' metallization (300 nm) 
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Figure 5.9: Pattern etched on the PVDF film 

28 pm thick, with a very thin (300 nm) sputtered rnetallislsrtion (electrodes) c o v e ~ g  both 

sides. A dual-element, oblique incidence, cylindncally focused transducer was manufactured 

as follows: 

The pattern shown in Fig. 5.9 was made on the film by etching away part of the 

metallization using femc chloride solution. Two symmetricai active elements were thus 

formed by the overlapping areas of the metaiiizations on the two sides of the film (length a in 

Fig. 5.9). The length 1 represents the distance fiom the center of the entire film to the center of 

each active element. The patterned füm was then positioned on a steel haif-cylinder such that 

the two elernents were symmetric with respect to a vertical line passing through the center of 

the half-cylinder. The radius of the half-cylinder was equal to the desired focal length, F. 

The active connection was made by bonding a thin wire to the top metallization, in 

between the two active elements (Fig. 5.10), using a conductive epoxy. A stainless steel case 

was then placed over the film, and a two-part epoxy resin was poured on top of the Nm as the 

backing material. Epoxy was chosen as the backing becme it is acousticaily well-matched to 

the PVDF h. The backing was allowed to cure for at least twenty-four hours. Once cured, 

the half-cylinder was removed, and the active wire attached to a UHF connecter as show in 

Fig. 5.10. The case acted as the ground, by electricdy connecting it to the fiont face of the 

film. 
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Figure 5.10: Construction of the obIique-incidence transducer 

The nominal incident angle and aperture angle of the probe are determined by the focal 

length, F, and the dimensions of the pattern. The nominal incident angle may be calculated 

as, 8 = l / F  and the aperhue angle is given by 8, = a/F . Here a is the width of each 

active element, and 1 is the distance between the center of the entire pattern and the center of 

each active element (Fig. 5.7). The present probe had the nominal parameters of 0 = 17.g0, 

8, = 14.3" and F = 24.0 mm. 

Figure 5.11 shows the echo recorded by the probe when focused on an aluminum reflector. 

The probe gives rise to a very broad-band signal with a center fiequency of the pulse is about 

18 MHz and its 6 dB bandwidth ranges fiom 7 MHz to 25 M H z .  Satisfactory results may be 

obtained fiom 7 to 28 MHz. 

5.3.3.2 Experimental set up 

Figure 5.12 shows the experimental set-up used for oblique incidence measurements. It 

consisted of a tilt table, that could rotate about two horizontal axes, to precisely align the 
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Figure 5.11: Typical signal recorded by the oblique-incidence transducer when focused on 
an aluminum reflector; (a) time-domain echo, and (b) corresponding frequency spectrum. 

transducer normal to the sample. A micrometer was used to move the transducedtilt table 

assembly in the vertical (zj direction. The trarsducer was excited by a Pailametrics 560 1 A/ST 

high fiequency puiser, which also acted as the receiverfamplifier. The amplified echo was 

digitized by an HP 54503a oscilloscope and then fed to a personal cornputer for M e r  

analysis. 

The transducer was focused at the fiont-wall first, and the corresponding echo was 

digitized. The probe was then moved towards the specimen to collect the shear-shear (SS) 

echo fiom the interfacial region as a function of d (Fig. 4.6). The echoes were transformed to 
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the fkequency domain by a Fast Fourier Transform 0 algorithm. The SS echoes were 

normalized with respect to the front-wall echo in the fiequency domain, in order to 

deconvolve the fiequency response of the transducer fiom the rneasured spectnim, and to 

cancel out any variabilities in the electronics. 

micrometer for z movernent 

Figure 5.12: Schematic of the experimental set-up for oblique-incidence measurements 



CHAPTER 6 R~suZ~S and DrSmsion 

This chapter contains the analysis and discussion of the results of the experiments 

described in Chapter 5. First, the results of the moisture diffusion studies in the adhesive are 

given, and compared with theory. Next, the destructive test results, comprising the peel tests, 

tensile tests and surface analysis are given for the two adhesive systems described in Chapter 

5. The peel durability data are d y z e d  using the mode1 developed in Chapter 3. The above 

destructive results and analysis is based on the author's paper [93]. FinaIlyy the results of the 

ultrasonic nondestructive measurements are given for both normal and oblique incidence. The 

nondestructive experimental results are compared with the theoretical models developed in 

Chapter 4, enabling the determination of the interfacial spring constants as a function of 

degradation of the joint. 

6.1 Water diffusion studies 

It rnay be recalled that water enters a joint mainly by difbion through the bulk adhesive. 

This section focuses on the water diffusion charactenstics of the adhesives exposed to a 

specifïc environment, namely 100% relative humidity at 67O C . It is of interest to predict the 

tirne taken by the open-faced joints (Fig. M a )  to reach equilibrium with the given conditions. 

Figure 6.1 shows the hctional mass uptake by the cast specimens of the two-part 

adhesive (Pemabond E04). It is seen that these specimens do not follow Fick's law [15], 

according to which the uptake curve shodd reach the equilibrium after ari initid h e a r  stage. 

Figure 6.1 reveals a relatively slower secondary uptake stage after an initial linear part. After 

an apparent maximum was reached (at about 240 heurs). the weight of the specimens was 

observed to decrease. The drop in weight rnay be attributed to the leachhg of the adhesive. 



Figure 6.1: Moisture diffusion curve for the tw*part (Permabond E04) system; r is the time 
of exposure, and li = 0.518 mm is the adhesive tbickness. Each data   oint corresponds to the 
average of ten specimens. 

# A Experiment 

Figure 6.2: Moisture diffusion curve for the one-part (Hysol EA9346) system; t is the time of 
exposure, and li 4.578 mm, is the adhesive thickness. Diffusion coefficient, D, is determined 
from Fick's model. Each data point corresponds to the average o f  six points. 
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Figure 6.3: Calculated moisture diffusion curve for open-faced joint of the 
Hysol EA 9346 system. The adhesive thickness was 0.6 mm. 

Figure 6.2 shows the diffusion curve of the one-part adhesive (HysoI EA 9346). The 

theoretical curve waç obtained by fitting Fick's model (Appendix C) to the experimental curve 

using a least-squares method. It may be observed that there is excellent agreement between 

-13 2 
the theory and the experiments with a d i h i o n  coefficient of 2.92 x 10 rn /S. The cast 

adhesive samples reached equilibrium in about 140 hours, and the equilibrium water content 

was about 5.4% by mass. 

From the measured diffusion coefficient for the one-part system, the water diffusion into 

the open-faced specimen may be predicted using Fick's model. Figure 6.3 shows the 

caiculated fiactional moisture content as a h c t i o n  of duration of exposure for a typical open- 

faced joint. It may be readily observed that the joint reaches equilibrium in about 700 hours 

(approximately 30 days). In contrast, a typical traditionai joint geometry (Fig. 5.lb) would 

need many years to achieve saturation under the sarne conditions. 
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6.2 Destructive test results 

6.2.1 '][tvo-part adhesive system (AA1100-0 - Permabond E04) 

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 respectively, show the measured wet and dry peel force vs. thne of 

exposure for the two-part system (AM 100-0 bonded with Pemabond E04). Each data point 

represents the mean of the average peel forces, obtained fkom the peel traces (Section 5.2.1), 

of specirnens fiom at least three batches. Figure 6.6 gives the tende test resuits for cast 

Pemabond E04 as cured, and in both the wet and dry states after 100 days immersion. 

The wet and dry peel results show markedly ciifferent behavior, mainly due to the adhesive 

plasticization in the wet samples. This is evident fiom Fig. 6.6 where the Young's modulus 

(dehed at 0.5% strah) of the wet adhesive is observed to decrease to 0.22 GPa fiom an initial 

value of 0.48 GPa. As a result of plasticization, the ftacture mechanism for the wet specimens 

was primarily cohesive, with large chunks of adhesive present on the flexible strip. For 

severely degraded wet samples (> 300 days exposure), the amount of residual adhesive on the 

peel sûip was obsented to decrease, presurnably as the interface becarne weaker. The peel 

forces were much higher for the wet case (Fig. 6.4), compared to the dry case (Fig. 6.5), 

because of the increased crack-tip dissipation due to the cohesive nature of the fracture and 

the relatively high corn pliance of the adhesive. 

It was therefore apparent that, for the two-part system, d e r  exposure to a moist 

environment, the peel tests must be carried out in a dry- state in order to characterize 

permanent, interfacial strength degradation. In contrast to the wet case, the failure loci for the 

fresh and dry cases were close to the interfacial region with a very thin residual adhesive layer 

on the peel strip. The dry peel force data (Fig. 6.5) indicated considerable degradation only 

after a long exposure time ( > 300 days). However, it is noted fkom Fig. 6.6 that the adhesive 

in a dried, degraded condition had becorne relatively ngid and bnttle. Tensile tests were 

conducted on buik dry adhesive after 30, 100 and 210 days exposure, and the Young's 

modulus (defined at 0.5% strain) was found to increase as s h o w  in Table 6.1. The increase in 

stifiess with degradation may be due to permanent chernical and physical changes in the 

adhesive associated with exposure to warm water, such as hydrolysis and leaching of some 

components. 
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Figure 6.4: Peel force YS. exposure time for two-part (Permabond E04) wet case. The 
error bars repment one standard deviation each on both sides of the mean 
value. The curve is a quadratic fit (9 = 0.81). 
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Figure 6.5: Peel force vs. exposure t h e  for two-part (Permabond E04) dry case. The 
e m r  bars represent one standard deviation each on both sides of the mean value. 
The curve is a quadratic fit (9 = 0.76). 
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Figure 6.6: Tensile test results for cast two-part adhesive (Permabond EO4) tested in three 
conditions: (i) freshly cured (ii) immersed for 100 days and then tested wet, (iii) immersed 
for 100 days and tben tested dry. 

Table 6.1 Tensile test resuIts for the two-part (Permabond E04) system in dry state 

Noting that the plastic dissipation in the flexible adherend increases with an increase in 

adhesive stinness (Fig. 3.9), the calculation of the fiacture energy must account for the 

changing adhesive modulus. It should be noted that the adhesive moduius was measured using 

cast bulk specimens, which saturate more quickly than open-faced specimens with the same 

adhesive thickness - four times faster according to Fick's mode1 (Appendix C). Therefore, 

before using the modulus values measured using the cast adhesive specimens to analyze the 

peel data, the above difference in the rate of moisture uptake has to be taken into account by 

ushg an "equivalent" open-faced exposure tirne. The equivalent open-faced exposure t h e  

Time of exposure 
of bulk specimen 

m a y a  

O 

Equivalent time of 
exposure for open-faced 

specimen (days) 

O 

E 
(GPa) 

0.48 
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Figure 6.7: Critical fracture energy vs. exposure time for the two-part dry case 
@eel data of Fig. 6.5). The error bars represent one standard deviation each on 
both sides of the mean value The curve is a quadratic fit (# = 0.72) 

using an "equivdent" open-faced exposure time. The equivalent open-faced exposure time 

may be obtained by adding the difference between the saturation t h e  of  the open-faced and 

cast specimens (about 30 days in the present case), to the cast-specimen exposure time (Table 

6.1). For example, for a cast specimen exposed for 30 days, the equivalent open-faced 

exposure time is 60 days, while for a cast specimen exposed for 210 days, the equivalent 

open-faced exposure is 240 days. 

Figure 6.7 shows the hcture energy correspondhg to the dry peel force data of Fig. 6.5, 

calculated with the adhesive modulus equd to 0.48 GPa for fiesh specimens and 2.50 GPa for 

al1 specimens degraded for 2 months or more. The adhesive modulus was assumed to Vary 

lineariy for exposure times rangkg between O to 2 months. In contrat to the trend of Fig. 6.5, 

the fiachire energy is seen to decrease continuously with exposure tirne. 



Figure 6.8: SEM micrographs of a fresh specimen of tbe two-part adhesive at 
maguifications; (a) 35 times, (b) 500 times 

Figure 6.9: SEM micrographs of a degraded specimen (376 days) of the two- 
part adhesive at magnifications; (a) 35 times, (b) 500 times 
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Figum 6.10: X-ray spectrum at, (a) a micro-defect site, and @) a defect- 
free site of the specimen in Fig. 6.9. 

Analysis of the failure surfaces of the fiesh and degraded (dry) specimens was c&ed out 

using the SEM. An interesthg observation was the formation of micro-defects on the flexible 

adherend surfaces of the degraded specirnens. Figures 6.8a and 6.8b show the SEM 

micrographs of the adherend surface of a fiesh specimen of the two-part system, and Figs. 

6.9a and 6.9b show the correspondhg micrographs of a dry specimen after 376 days exposure. 
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The micro-defect formation is visible on the degraded sample. Energy Dispersion 

Spectroscopy (EDX) showed (Fig. 6.10) only a strong aluminum peak at the defect sites, 

indicating a complete debond, while the defect-fiee sites showed mainly the presence of 

carbon, oxygen, magnesium and silicon. The micro-debonds were found to be between 30 - 

150 pm in size, and were consistently evident on specimens afler about 300 days exposure. 

They were aiso evident to a lesser degree on some specimens degraded for less than 300 days. 

The distribution of micro-debonds was nonuniform in dl cases. 

It is noted that there is appreciable scatter in the peel data for degraded specimens as 

shown by the standard deviation bars. The wet data (Fig. 6.4) showed considerably more 

scatter within the peel trace than did the dry data (Fig. 6 . Q  a phenornenon which can be 

attributed to the cohesive hc tu re  mechanism. The dry data showed relatively greater 

variability for samples depded for a long tirne. The micro-defect distribution also showed 

appreciable variability. These observations indicate that there was a considerable degree of 

inhomogenity in the degradation process. 

6.2.2 One-part adhesive system (AA1100-0 - Hysol EA9346) 

Figure 6.1 1 shows the peel force data for the Hysol EA 9346 one-part adhesive for wet 

and dry cases as a function of expomre the .  Each data point represents the mean of the 

average peel forces of specimens fkom at Ieast three batches. Figure 6.12 gives the tensile test 

results for a fieshly-cured cast adhesive specimen, and 100-day oId wet and dry cast 

specimens. 

The wet and dry tests show similar behavior because this adhesive undergoes very little 

plasticization. This can be seen fkom Fig. 6.12, where the Young's modulus of a fiesh sample 

is about 2.3 GPa, and for degraded samples, both wet and dry, is about 2 GPa. The crack paths 

for both wet and dry specimens were essentially interfacial, again showing the absence of 

significant adhesive plasticization for the wet samples. Therefore, for this one-part adhesive, 

both wet and dry resuits were &ected primarily by interfacial weakening. It is noteworfhy 

that some of the interfacial strength was regained upon drying, indicating that for this system 

there was some reversible degradation superimposed on a larger permanent degradation. 
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Figure 6.11: Peel force vs, exposure tirne for the one-part (Hysol EA9346) adhesive, both 
in wet and dry conditions. The error bars represent one standard deviation each on 
both sides of the mean value. The curves are quadratic fits (9 = 0.95 for dry and 9 = 
0.99 for wet). 

Figure 6.12: Tensile test results for cast one-part adhesive (Kysol EA9346) tested in 
three conditions: i) freshly cured, ii) immersed for 100 days and then tested wet, 
iii) immersed for 100 days and then tested dry. 
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Figure 6.13: Fracture e n e w  vs. exposure time for one-part wet and dry cases (peel data of 
Fig. 6.11). The ermr bars represent one standard deviation each on both sides of the mean 
value. The curves are quadratic fit (3 = 0.97 for dry and 9 = 0.99 for wet). 

Figure 6.1 3 shows the hcture energy corresponding to the peel force data in Fig. 6.1 1. In 

this case, since the cohesive properties do not Vary greatly with degradation (Fig. 6.12), the 

change in the adherend plastic dissipation due to change in adhesive moduius was negligible. 

The failure loci for fiesh, degraded-wet and degraded-dry specimens were very close to the 

interfacial region with no residual adhesive visible on the flexible aiuminum strip. However, 

the aluminum surfaces of the degraded samples appeared shiny compared to that of fiesh 

samples, suggesting cohesive failure for the fiesh sarnples and interfaciai failure for the 

degraded samples. There were no signifiant clifferences visible between the surfaces of fiesh 

and degraded (wet or dry) specimens in SEM micrographs (Fig. 6.14). The X-ray analysis of 

the alumllium surface aiso did not show any appreciable clifferences between fresh and 

degraded fiacture surfaces. The adhesive side of the fdure surface was aiso examined using 

the SEM, and again no ciifferences were found between fiesh and degraded samples on a 

microscopie level. However, the X-ray analysis of the adhesive side of the f d e d  specimen did 

show sorne traces of aluminum, although this was inconclusive due to a Iack of consistency. 

More surface-sensitive anaiytical techniques, such as X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

WS), may be required to reveal appreciable Merences between fiesh and degraded 



surfaces. 

As with the two-part system, there was considerable scatter in the peel force data, with the 

degraded samples (wet and dry) showing more scatter as the exposure time increased. 

Figure 6.14: SEM micrographs of (a) a fresh specimen, and (b) a degraded 
(60 days) specimen of the onepart adhesive system (Hysol EA9346). 
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6.3 Ultrasonic Test Results 

6.3.1 Two-part system (AA1100-0 aïloy - Permabond E04 adhesive) 

6.3.1-1 Normal-incidence measurements 

This section deals with the results of the plane wave reflection measurements of shear and 

compression waves incident normaily at the interfacial region of the two-part (AM 100 - 

Permabond E04) system. The major objective of these measurements was to determine the 

interfacial spring constants as a hnction of degradation. It should be noted that al1 the 

ultrasonic experiments were conducted in a dry state, i.e., only permanent degradation of the 

joint was assessed ultrasonicaily. 

Figure 6.15 gives the experimental reflection coefficient spectra of normally incident 

shear waves for different exposure levels ranging fiom the fiesh condition to 15.5 months of 

exposure. Each curve represents the average of at least eight measurements. Figure 6.16 gives 

the shear reflection coefficient at 15 MHz as a fiinction of duration of exposure. Figures 6.17 

and 6.18 gives the results of similar measurements for normally incident compression 

(longitudinal) waves. In the longitudinal case, the reflection spectra (Fig. 6.17) represent the 

average of at least twenty four measurements. 

Before comparing the experimental results with theory in detail, some general 

observations may be made. First, for al1 cases, the reflection coefficient increases with 

fiequency, consistent with the spring mode1 of the interfacial region (Chapter 4, Fig. 4.2). It 

may be observed that initialiy (until8 months of exposure) the reflection coefficient shows a 

slight drop in the amplitude with exposure, although this is more ciearly evident for shear 

waves (Fig. 6.16) compared to longitudinal waves (Fig. 6.18). The decrease in the refl ection 

coefficient is due primarïly to the increase in the wave velocities of the adhesive in a dned, 

degraded state as given in Table 6.2; shear waves showing a relatively large increase in 

velocity compared to longitudinal waves. This increase in the wave velocities is consistent 

with the increase in Young's modulus (Fig. 6.6) for the two-part system in a dried state after 

degradation. M e r  the 8-month exposure level, the reflection coefficient is observed to 

increase (Fig. 6.16 and 6.18) with exposure, ïndicating interfacial degradation. 
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Figure 6.15: Measured normal shear-wave reflection coefficient spectra of the interfacial region, 
corresponding to various leveis of degradation of the two-part (Permabond E04) system; 'M' 
indicates months of degradation. 
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Figure 6.16: Measured reflection coefficients a t  15 MHz of normal-incidence shear waves, as 
a function of duration of exposure for the two-part (Permabond EO4) system. The error 
bars correspond to one standard deviation each on both sides of the mean value. 
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Figure 6.1 7: Measured normal iongitudinal-wave reflection coefficient spectra of the 
interfacial region, corresponding to various Ievels of degradation of the two-part 
(Permabond EO4) system; 'M' indicates months of degradation. 
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Figure 6.18: Measured refiection coefficients at 20 MHz of normal-incidence longitudinal 
waves, as a function of duration of exposure for the twû-part (Permabond E04) system. The 
error bars correspond to one standard deviation each on both sides of the mean value. 
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Table 6.2 Material properties used in the calculations 

- -- - 

The tangentid and normal spring constants, Kt and K,, were determined fiom the shear 

Aliuninum 

E04 adhesive 

1296 (degraded) 

and longitudinal measurements respectively, by a least-square optimization procedure which 

minirnizes the objective fûnction G, given by: 

6435 
2530 (fiesh) 

3 160 
1 175 (fiesh) 

2600 (degraded) 

where R<h is the theoretical spectnim (Eq. 4.1) and &, is the expeiimental spectnun. It should 

be noted that the integrand in Eq. 6.1 is discrete. Table 6.2 gives the material properties used 

in the calculations. Figure 6.19 compares the experimental reflection coefficient spectra with 

the theoretical spectra for normally incidents shear waves. Figure 6.20 gives a sirnilar 

comparison for normdly incident longitudinal waves. It may be observed fiom Figs. 6.19 and 

6.20 that there is very good agreement between theory and experiments except for relatively 

large degradation. 

2690 

1360 

Table 6.3 gives the values of the spring constants detemiined by minirnizing the parameter 

G in Eq. 6.1. An error analysis of the s p ~ g  constants was carried out based on the reflection 

coefficient data at the central frequency (15 MHz for shear and 20 MHz for longitudinal wave 

respectively). The results are given in Table 6.4, showing the 95% confidence intervals of the 

reflection coefficients at the central frequencies, and the spring constants. 

Table 6.3 Spring constants for various Ievels of degradation for the two-part (Permabond E04) 
adhesive system 

Exposure Level 
W o n W  

% (GP~/w) 

Kn ( G P a / W  

O 

OS0 

1.98 

2 

0.53 

2.09 

8 

0.54 

-2.21 

10 

0.34 

1.38 

12 

0.29 

0.99 

15.5 

0.18 

0.58 
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Figure 6.19: Cornparison of theoreticai and experimental reflection coefficient spectra of 
normal-incidence shear waves for the two-part (Permabond E04) system; (a) fmh, 0) 2- 
month, (c) &month, (d) 10-month, (e) 12-month and (f) 15.5-month exposure Ievels. 
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Figure 6.20: Cornparison of theoretical and experimental reflection coefficient spectra of normal- 
incidence IongitudinaI waves for the two-part (Permabond EO4) system; (a) fresh, (b) 2-month, (c) 
8-month, (d) lû-month, (e) 12-month and ( f )  15.5-month exposure leveb. 



Table 6.4 95% confidence intervals for the spring constants for the two-part (Permabond EOQ) 
ad hesive system 

It may be observed that the spnng constants remain approximately the sarne (K, = 2.0 

G P d p  and Kr= 0.5 GPdprn) until the 8-month exposure level, although the critical 

fracture energy shows a considerable drop during the same period (Fig. 6.7). The small 

variabilities in the spring constants during this penod (i.e., 0-8 months exposure) are within 

the experimental uncertainties (Table 6.4). 

It should be noted that the reflection coefficient spectra fiom a perfect interface between 

two solids is independent of fiequency. The sloping reflection coefficient spectra for the fiesh 

joint (Fig. 6.19 and 6.20) is evidence of the presence of a very thui interfacial region with 

lower mechanical properties compared to the bdk adhesive (Section 2.1.3); this layer is 

represented by the normal and tangentid springs. 

M e r  10 months of exposure, the spring constants are observed to reduce substantially 

(Table 6.3), and there is excellent agreement between theory and experiment in the reflection 

spectrum (Fig. 6.19d and 6.20d). From Fig. 6.7, it rnay be seen that the critical fiacture energy 
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drops by about 30% d e r  ten months of exposure. It should be noted that the formation of 

micro-defects (Fig. 6.8) was observed consistently at the interfhce d e r  about 10 months. 

Since most of these defects were sub-wavelength, they would in effect decrease the local 

stifiess, resulting in reduced spring constants. 

At the 12month exposure level, the spring mode1 is observed to be approximately valid 

(Fig. 6.19e and 6.20e), while the 15.5-month data (Fig. 6.19f and 6.20f) shows relatively more 

discrepancy between theory and experiments. One possible reason for the discrepancy 

between the theoretical and experirnental spectra may be the reduction in the density of the 

butk adhesive as a result of si*cant adhesive leaching at large exposure levels (Fig. 6.1). 

The theoretical curves in Figs. 6.19 and 6.20 were al1 calculated assuming the density to be 

unchanged. Figure 6.21 shows a revised calculation for the 15.5-month, shear-wave data with 

a reduced density value of 1100 k&m3. It is seen that the theory becomes closer to 

experiments when the density is reduced. It was not possible to determine the density of the 

degraded adhesive layer on an aluminum substrate experimentaily. 

It is also possible that for relatively large degradation levels, the micro-defecis grow to 

become comparable in size to the ultrasonic wavelength. This would cause the defects to act 

as scatterers of ultrasound. This may contribute to the large spread in the data observed for 

relatively severe degradation (Fig. 6.16 and Fig. 6.1 8). 

The normal incidence measurements generally showed increased sensitivity of shear 

waves to degradation compared to longitudinal waves at a given frequency (see Fig. 6.15 and 

6.17). For example, the longitudinal-wave reflection coefficient ( R I [ )  at 25 MHz for the 10- 

month exposure level (Fig. 6.20d) showed an increase of 3% compared to the 2-month 

exposure level (Fig. 620b). The correspondhg increase in shear-wave reflection coefficient 

(R,,) at 25 MHz for the 10-month case was 7% (Fig. 6.19). At 15.5 months of exposure, the 

increase in R,, was 2 1% compared to 15% for Rff  (Fig. 6.19 and 6.20). This higher sensitivity 

is due to the shorter wavelength of shear waves compared to longitudinal waves, as explained 

in Section 4.1.1. 
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Figure 6.21: Cornparison of theory and experiments for the 15.5-month data of the two-part 
system (Permaboad E04). The dashed lines are calculated spectra corresponding to two 
different values of adhsive density (1360 and 1100 kg/m3), and the solid üne is the 
experimental spectrum. 

Although normal-incidence shear wave measurements may be performed under ideal 

laboratory conditions, they are very dinicult to perform in a field environment. This is 

because nomd-incidence shear waves can not be generated via mode conversion at a wated 

sample interface. However, oblique shear waves may be readily generated in the adherend by 

this rnethod. 

6.3.1.2 Oblique-incidence shear wave measurements 

This section deals with the oblique-incidence shear wave reflection measurements fiom 

the interfacial region of the two-part adhesive. The measurement system described in Chapter 

5 (Section 5.3.3) was used for the experiments. In the case of oblique incidence, both the 

normal and tangentid spring constants (K, and Kt, respectively) are relevant, and were 

available fiom the nonnaLincidence experiments (Table 6.3). The experimental reflection 

spectra of obliquely incident shear waves will be compared with those obtained fiom the 

angular spectrum mode1 developed for the measurement system (Section 4.2.2). 
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Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 6.22: Measured oblique-incidence shear-shear (SS) reflection spectra for the 
two-part (Permabond E04) system at various levels of degradation. The shear wave 
was focused (d = 4.5 mm) at the interfacial region, and normalized with respect to 
the front-wall signal; 'My indirates months of erposure, 

It may be re-called (Section 4.2.4) that the configuration best suited for 

examining the interfacial region is where the shear wave is focused at the interfacial region. 

Figure 6.22 shows the measured reflection specm correspondllig to the focused position, for 

fiesh and 2, 10, 12 and 15.5 mon& exposure levels. The obliquely incident shear waves 

showed a higher sensitivity to degradation compared to normally incident shear waves, 

particularly for relatively large exposure levels. For example, the normalized amplitude at 25 

MHz for the 12-month exposure level is 12% greater than that for the 2-month exposure level 

(Fig. 6.22); this compares to a 10% increase in the reflection coefficient at 25 MHz (Fig. 6.19) 

for normally incident shear waves. For the 15.5-month case the correspondhg increase in 

normaiized amplitude was 30%, compared to a 21% increase for nonnally incident shear 

waves. This increased sensitivity of obliquely incident shear waves may be attributed to the 

angular dependency of the plane wave reflection coefficients (Section 4-12). 
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Figure 6.23: Cornparison of theory and experiments for obliquely incident shear waves (SS) 
under focused condition, for different levels of degradation of the two-part (Permabond E04) 
system; (a) Fresh, @) 10 months, (c) 12 months, (d) 15.5 months. The solid line is experimental 
and the dashed line is theoretical. 
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The geometrical tolerances in the manufachiring of the focused, oblique-incidence 

transducer (Section 5.3.3) were relatively large; approximately 540% of the nominal 

dimensions. Therefore, in order to compare the theory and experiments, the actual values of 

the transducer parameters (namely, the nominal incident angle, Bi, and the aperture angle ) 

must be determuied. This was achieved by matching the experimental shear-shear reflection 

s p e c t m  of a kesh specimen to that predicted by the angular spectrum theory, using the 

spring constant values given in Table 6.3 and the material properties given in Table 6.2. The 

longitudinal wave velocity and attenuation factor of water, required for the predictions, were 

calculated fiom the measured temperature [89]. The actual probe parameters were determined 

to be: Bi = 17.1" and Bo = 15.3", compared to the nominal values of Bi = 17.9" and 

The measured reflection spectra were compared with the predictions of the angular 

spectrum theory as shown in Fig. 23, fkom the known values of the spring constants (Table 

6.3) and probe parameters. As in the case of normal-incidence rneasurements, there is good 

agreement between the theoretical and experimental spectra for the fresh and 10-month cases. 

For the 12-month case, the agreement is somewhat idenor, while for the 15.5-month case, the 

agreement between theory and experiment is relatively poor. The significant reduction in the 

adhesive density at large degradation and the possible scattering of the waves by relatively 

large micro-defects may account for some of the discrepancy. 

psitkx As was described in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2.4), by de-focussing the 

probe towards the specimen, interference effects are produced that can be displayed in the 

frequency domain. These interference effects for shear waves were shown to be highly 

sensitive to the spring constants, although it was also fouud that slight changes in the adherend 

properties and transducer alignment affect the interference pattern substantially. 

Figure 6.24 shows the rneanired spectra for different levels of degradation when the probe 

was de-focused to d = 6.0 mm (as opposed to d = 4.5 mm for focused configuration, 

Section 4.2.4). For relatively large exposure levels, such as the 15.5-month data, the hcrease 
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Figure 6.24: Oblique-incidence SS reflection spectra for various Ievels of degradation under the 
de-focused (d = 6.0 mm) condition; the solid lines are measured spectra and the Iine with sym bol is 
the predicted spectrum for the fresb case. 

in sensitivity of the amplitude spectnim to degradation under the de-focused condition was 

confinned experimentally. For example, it may be seen from Fig. 6.24 that the peak amplitude 

at 15 MHz of the 15.5-month data increases by about 34% relative to the 2-month exposure 

level, while at the focused position (Fig. 6.19), the increase in amplitude is about 24%. For 

exposure levels lower than 15.5 rnonths, the increase in sensitivity was ambiguous, possibly 

due to the generally higher scatter under the de-focused condition. 

Figure 6.24 includes the theoretical spectnim for freshly bonded spechens using the 

materid properties in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. It is noted that the positions of the dips and peaks in 

the theoretical and experimental amplitude spectra do not match. The peak heights of the fiesh 

specimen match well between theory and experiments. It may be re-called (Fig. 4.10) that the 

peaks and dips are quite sensitive to adherend properties. Therefore, slight errors in the 

adherend properties or small misalignments during the experiments might be responsible for 
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the discrepancy between the theoretical and experimentd spectra. 

6.3.2 One-part system 

6.3.2.1 Normal-incidence shear wave measurements 

In this section, the results of normal-incidence shear wave reflection coefficient 

measurements for the one-part adhesive system (Hysol, EA9346) are presented. Figure 6.26 

shows the reflection coefficient at 15 MHz as a function of degradation. There is no 

significant change in the amplitude of the reflection coefficient, although the scatter in the 

data increases with the duration of exposure. It may be noted that the criticd fracture energy 

decreased by about 70% d e r  3 months of exposure (Fig. 6.13). 

It should be noted that the failure surface analysis of the one-part system did not reveal 

any significant physicai changes in the vicinity of the interfaciai region as a result of 

degradation (Fig. 6.14), unlike the two-part systern which showed the formation of micro- 

defects. The fact that the reflection coefficient remained constant with degradation indicates 

that the adhesive interphase did not change its properties significantly. 

O 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Duration of Exposure (Montiis) 

Figure 6.25: Normal-incidence shear wave reflection coefficients at 15 MHz for 
the one-part (Hysol EA9346) adhesive system as a function of duration of 
exposure. The error bars correspond to one standard deviation on each side of  
the mean value. 
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It is likely that most of the decrease in the critical hcture  energy with exposure was due 

to the rupture inter molecular forces operathg across the interface (Section 2.1.2). The 

potential of using uitrasound in the 5-25 MHz range to monitor environmental degradation of 

this one-part adhesive system appears to be very low. 



CHAPTER 7 Conclusions and 
Recomrnendations 

- - -- 

7.1 Conclusions 

7.1.1 Peel analysis 

The present work developed an analytical approach to predict the adherend plastic 

dissipation in the peel test, dowing the determination of the critical fracture energy, G,, and 

the mode ratio fiom experimental peel data. 

f t  was shown, both theoreticaliy and experimentdy, that plastic dissipation can be very 

sensitive to the adherend yield stress, thickness and peel angle. This has important 

implications in the design of a peel test in order to minimize the effects of adherend plastic 

dissipation, thereby maximizing the accuracy in the calculation of G,. It was demonstrated 

that for medium to high strength adhesives, the effects of plastic dissipation may be kept 

relatively small by the use of a low peel angle, and a low yield strength alloy with a thickness 

much less than a criticai thickness at which the plastic dissipation is a maximum. At the other 

extreme, for relatively low fracture energy systerns, the plastic dissipation rnay be reduced by 

the use of a relatively low peel angle and a high yield-strength ailoy with a thickness much 

larger than the critical thickness. 

The mode1 was employed to detennine the critical fracture energy, G, , and the mode ratio 

from experimental peel data for several combinations of peel angle and adherend properties, 

but with the same adhesive and adherend-pretreatment. It was shown that the extracted G,  

reduced to zbout the same value regardless of the peel angle and adherend properties. The 

relatively small differences in the estimates of G, were explained by the mode of loading, and 

possible crack-tip adhesive dissipation effects. 



7.1.2 Open-faced specimen for the assessrnent of durability 

A novel, open-faced peel specimen was developed to investigate adhesive joint durability. 

It was shown that for adhesives which plasticize to a great extent, such as the MO-part system 

Permabond E04, peel testing should be carried out in the dry state to assess interfacial 

weakening, since the fdure was mostly cobesive in the wet condition. For moisture-resistant 

adhesives, such as the one-part Hysol EA 9346 adhesive. both wet and dry tests revealed 

interfacial weakening. 

The two-part adhesive in the dry state after degradation was found to become relatively 

stiff and brittie compared to the fresh state. Since the plastic dissipation in the flexible 

adherend is dependant on the adhesive stiffness, it is necessary to account for this change in 

the adhesive stinness when calculating the critical fracture energy. 

The peel failure surfaces were analyzed using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and 

Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). For the two-part system, the fresh specimens failed 

cohesively, while degraded (dry) specimens revealed micro-defect formation at the interface. 

For the one-part system, the above analyses did not show any significant difference between 

fresh and degraded surfaces, although visual evidence suggested cohesive fdure  for fresh 

specimens and interfacial failure for degraded specimens. 

7.1.3 Ultrasonic NDE of interfacial degradation 

Durability of the two adhesive systerns was characterized ultrasonically using open-faced 

specimens. It was found that uleasound can detect the interfaciai degradation of the two-part 

epoxy system, but did not show any significant change in response with degradation of the 

one-part system. It should be emphasized that the ultrasonic NDE of interfacial strength 

degradation is based on the hypothesis that degradation is accompanied by physical changes 

in the interfacial region, which result in changes in the interfaciai spring constants. Destructive 

studies showed physical changes in the form of micro-defects in the case of the two-part 

system, but it did not reveal any such physical changes at the interface for the one-part systern. 

Measured values of normal-incidence longitudinal and shear wave reflection coefficients 

were in good agreement with the interfacial spring mode1 for the two-part system, except for 



relatively large degradation. It was found that both tangentid and normal s p ~ g  constants 

decrease with degradation for the present two-part system. The normal-incidence 

measurements showed that shear waves were more sensitive to interfacial properties than were 

longitudinal waves. 

Oblique shear-wave refiec tion measurements were performed on the two-part adhesive 

system using a novel transducer. An angular spectrum approach was developed to mode1 the 

measurement system. It was found that the best practicai configuration for the inspection of 

the interfacial region features a shear wave focused at the interfacial region. The oblique- 

incidence rneasurements were in good agreement with the angular spectrum theory except for 

relatively large degradation values. Oblique shear waves generaiiy showed higher sensitivity 

to degradation, compared to n o d  shear waves. 

It should be emphasized that the present work confirmed eaIier reports of the inherent 

difficulties in the NDE of the interfacial region [47]. The use of open-faced specimens enabled 

the nondestructive evaluation of degradation for the two-part system. In the ideai laboratory 

setting, it was possible to detect the interfacial degradation after 10 months of exposure to 

water at 67OC, corresponding to a decrease in G, of about 30%. The corresponding increase in 

the normaiized amplitude of reflected oblique shear waves was about 6% at 15 MHz. It is 

unlikely that in a rugged industrial environment, such a srnaII change in amplitude could be 

measured reliably. M e r  15.5 months of exposure. the increase in amplitude was about 2496, 

corresponding to a decrease in G, of about 45%. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that, 

in practice, a drop in G, of approximately h d f  the initial value rnay be detected 

nondestructively for the two-part system by an oblique shear wave reflection technique. 

7.2 Contributions 

The major contributions of the present work may be sumrnarized as foliows: 

-An analytical mode1 was developed and experimentally verifïed [79, 801, to predict the 

adherend plastic dissipation in the peel test, enabhg the determination of the criticai 

fracture energy and mode ratio. 
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A novel open-faced peel specimen was developed for the study of the durability of 

adhesive joints [93]. The use of such a specimen was demonstrated for two typicd 

commercial adhesives, with emphasis on the wet and dry behavior. 

The formation of micro-defects at the interface, as a result of degradation, was 

discovered for the two-part system [93]. 

It was shown that ultrasonic reflection measurements may be used to detect interfacial 

degradation for the two-part adhesive system. The interfacid spring model was shown to be 

a good description of the interfacid region for the two-part system. This is the fust work 

which has shown the vaiidity of the spnng model for the interfacid region of an adhesive 

joint. 

An efficient angular spectnim model was developed for an oblique-incidence, focused 

wave rneasurement system [86]. 

A novel PVDF transducer was developed for oblique-incidence measurements [87]. A 

reliable method was developed for the measurement of the no& shear-wave reflection 

coefficient from the adhesiveladherend interfaciai region. 

7.3 Recommendations for future work 

It is recommended that the peel mode1 be generalized to include the eEects of plasticity in 

a general adhesive sandwich. This wilI be useful in modelling plastic deformation in situations 

such as the lap shear test with a relatively thin adherend. It is also suggested that the accuracy 

of the assumptions made in the present analysis be determined by using a finite-element 

model. 

It is recornrnended that highly sensitive surface analysis methods such as X-ray 

Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) or high resolution SEM be used to determine the actuai 

mechanism of micro-debonding for the two-part adhesive system. It would be useful to know 

whether any hydration of the aluminum oxide occun at the micro-defect sites observed with 

the two-part system. It is suggested to investigate whether micro-debonding occurs for other 

high-strength two-part systems. It is also recommended that the actual failure mechanism of 
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the one-part system be determined using XPS. 

It is recommended to investigate the perturbations in the uitrasonic guided modes of the 

adhesive layer as a result of the observed interfacial changes for the two-part system. The 

guided-mode technique involves frequency measurements; which tend to be more repeatable 

than amplitude measurements. It is advised to investigate the use of high frequency ultrasound 

to detect interfacial degradation for the one-part system. 
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APPEND~X A Goveming Equations for 
the Attached Adherend 

By applying the equiiibrium equations [84] to the free-body diagram shown in Fig. A.1, 

the following equations may be obtained: 

where V is the shear force, T is the axial force. M is the bending moment, h is the adherend 

thickness, and % and 7, are the foundation normal and shear stresses, respectively. 

flgure A.1 Free body diagram of a drnerential element on 
the attached part of the flexible adherend 



According to the theory of beam on elastic foundation, the foundation stresses and 

displacements may be related as (Section 3.5): 

Assuming that the displacements are s m d  for the attached part of the adherend, the 

following equation relates the curvature, K. and the vertical deflection, v: 

The approximate M-K relation for the attached part is given by (Section 3.5): 

The axial strain at the interface between the adhesive and the adherend is given by: 

Combining Eqs A2 - A.8, the following equation rnay be denved relating the foundation 

normal and shear stresses: 

where 

(A. 10) 

From Eqs. A. 1, A.3, A.4, A.6 and A.7, the following expression may be obtained: 



w here 

(A. 1 1) 

(A. 12) 

Combining Eq. A.9 and A.10, we get the following equation goveming the foundation 

shear stress: 

(A. 13) 

where Qs = Q, Q3 - Q2Q4 . The foundation normal stress may be found from Eq. A.9. 



APPENDlX 8 Oblique Reflection and 
T r i i s s i o n  Coeflcients 

B.1 Refiection and transmission coefficients of the interfacial region 

In this section expressions are derived for the oblique reflection coefficients from an 

adhesiveladherend interfacial region using the wave potential theory (Section 2.4.1) and the 

s p ~ g  boundq conditions. Considering obliquely incident shear waves (Fig. B. 1). the 

foiiowing expressions may be derived for the wave potentials in the top and bottom half 

spaces (691: 

where @ and are the wave potentials, RsI is the shear-longitudinal reflection coefficient, 

R,  is the shear-shear reflection coefficient, DsI is the shear-longitudinal transmission 

coefficient, Ds, is the shear-shear transmission coefficient, 6 is the horizontal wave nurnber, 

o is the circular fiequency, and a and P are the vertical wave numbers of longitudinal and 

shear waves respectively, given by : 



Reflsctlon and transmisaion cosfficlents of the fnterfacfai reglon 

Interfacial 
region 

Adhesive (2) 

figure Ba: Schematic of oblique-incidence shear wave reflection from the 
interfaad mgion. 

where kl = a / c l  and k, = WC, are the longitudinal and shear wave nurnbers respectively, 

cl and c, behg the longitudinal and shear wave velocities. In the above equations. subscripts 

' 1 ' and '2' denote the top and bottom hdf  spaces, respectively (Fig. B. 1 ). 

The foiiowing expressions may be derived for the displacements and stresses in terms of 

the wave potentiais, + and y, [69]: 

where u and a,, are the tangentid displacement and stress respectively, w and o, are the 

normal displacement and stress respectively, p is the modulus of rigidity, and x is given by: 

The four boundary conditions are, using the spnng model: 
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Ti'ansmfaaion coefficient8 at the front-wall 

J = (Txz ) ,  9 ( Q I  = (Q2 ( B a  

( Q ~ ~ ) ~  = 4 ( u 2 - u 1 )  > = K n ( w z - w i )  (B-8) 

By combining Eqs. B.1, B.3 and B.5, and rearranging the terms, the following matrix 

relation may be obtained for the reflection and transmission coefficients for incident shear 

waves: 

For incident longitudinal wave, the following matrix equation may be derived in a similar 

B.2 Transmission coefficients at the front-waiI 

The new formulation for the angular spectrum mode1 requires the transmission 

coefficients at the water/aIuminum and aluminumlwater interfaces. For the water/duminum 

interface the foiiowing expressions for the longitudinal-longitudinal (Tif) and longitudinal- 

shear (Tfs) transmission coefficients may be derived by using the above wave-potential 

approac h: 



Transmission coefficfenta at the front-wall 

where p, is the water density and a, is the vertical wave number in water. 

For the aluminum/water interface the foilowing expressions rnay be derived for the 

transmission coefficients of incident longitudinal and shear waves: 



APPENDlX C Water Dz$Usion 
Equations 

This appendix deals with the dinusion equations used for predicting water difision into 

cast adhesive films and the open-faced specimens. Consider the cast adhesive sheet of Fig. 

C. 1 a. The water diffusion is govemed by the one-dimensionai foxm of Fick's second law given 

by [15]: 

where C is the concentration of water and D is the diffision coeficient. The above equation 

may be readily solved for a plane sheet with zero initial concentration and equal surface 

concentrations of Co on both faces. The solution is given by [ 151: 

00 

C 4 (-1ln 1)'n23 [(2";1)"'] - = l-;;C =exP 
Co 

COS 

n = O  

If M, denotes the total amount of water which has entered the sheet at time t and M, the 

corresponding quantity after infinite t h e  (i.e. equilibrium water content), then the foiiowing 

expression for the fractional mass uptake by the sheet rnay be derived from Eq. C.2: 



Rgure C.3: Schematic of water diffusion into, (a) cast 
adhesive sample, (b) open-faced specimen. 

For small values of time t, the above may be approximated by: 

It should be noted that dinusion into an open-faced geometry (Fig. C l b )  of a given 

adhesive thickness is equivalent to diffusion into a cast adhesive sheet of twice the thickness. 

This can be seen by noting that in Fig. C.lb, the interface between the adhesive and the 

adherend is impermeable and the concentration gradient is zero. This condition holds at the 

centrai plane of a cast sheet provided that the initial and boundary conditions are symmetrical 

about that plane. It follows therefore, that the solutions for the plane sheet occupying the 

region -hn < z < hR also apply to the sheet O < z < hn when the face z = O is impermeable. 

Therefore, to predict water difhision into an open-faced joint with an adhesive thickness h, 

Eqs. C.2-C.4 may be used by replacing h with 2h. From Eq. C.4, it may be readily seen that 

the saturation time of an open-faced joint is approxirnately four times that of a cast sheet with 

the same adhesive thiickness, 
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